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Abstract
This thesis reports the main outcomes of the research activity conducted
within the Ph.D. program in Electronics, Telecommunications and In-
formation Technologies Engineering at the University of Bologna, Italy.
Close collaboration with the COST action IC1301, WIPE - Wireless
Power Transmission for Sustainable Electronics was carried on through-
out the whole duration of the Ph.D. studies. Two distinct visiting re-
search periods were completed at KU Leuven, Belgium and LCIS Labs -
Grenoble INP, France.
The escalation of the Internet-of-Everything topicality has motivated
an increased interest in both academia and industry research for efficient
solutions enabling self-sustained smart operations. From the mainte-
nance point of view, indeed, battery-less strategies represent the most
valuable way for distributed zero-power standalone electronics. With
this purpose, different scavenging techniques are being adopted, gath-
ering energy from different sources such as mechanical, solar, thermal
and electromagnetic waves. Due to the wide spread of wireless commu-
nication systems, the latter technology has recently benefited a renewed
interest. This Ph.D. research activity has been focused on the inves-
tigation of new efficient solutions for radiofrequency energy harvesting
and wireless power transmission techniques, aiming at improving the
state of the art, by also taking into account the imperative necessity of
i
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eco-friendly materials for the development of green electronics. The com-
bination of radiofrequency energy harvesting and ultra-wideband tech-
niques is also proposed as possible candidate for future RFID systems.
These functionalities are integrated in a novel, compact and low-profile
tag, whose details are provided thoroughly from both electromagnetic
and nonlinear circuit viewpoints. Results validation is provided through
experimental characterization. Compatibility with the environment is
assured by implementation with recyclable material. This concept is
then extended with the investigation of more elaborated energy scav-
enging architectures, including rectenna arrays. Finally, a near-field
wireless power transmission system is presented on low-cost materials,
therefore suitable for possible mass-market deployment.
ii
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Introduction
The act of conveying power by means of radio waves without a physical
connection between source and user was conceived more than a century
ago [1, 2]. The first pioneer conducting practical experiments was Nikola
Tesla. In the late 19th century, Tesla performed its earliest tests in Col-
orado Springs, USA, involving wireless power transmission via electric
fields, feeding a coil with 300 kW at the low frequency of 150 kHz [3].
The main ambition of Tesla was that of setting up oscillations of electri-
cal energy with vast terrestrial coverage for wireless power broadcasting,
to be then collected at remote user locations [4]. With this purpose, in
1901 he began the construction of the Wardenclyffe Tower, a huge in-
stallation in Long Islands, New York, USA, which, though, was never
completed due to the lack of financial resources.
Contemporary to Tesla’s experiments, Guglielmo Marconi was achiev-
ing similar discoveries, even though his main motivation in the trans-
mission of radio waves was that of delivering information wirelessly [5].
Nevertheless, in the following decades very few attempts of power trans-
mission without wires were registered, the main one being apparently the
demonstration undertaken by Harrell Noble in 1931, where power was
transmitted wirelessly between two 100 MHz half-wavelength dipoles at
xx
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few meters of distance, with 15 kW used in transmission. The main rea-
son justifying the scarce interest in this field was plausibly the awareness
that for the retrieval of meaningful efficiency in the wireless transmission
link, the electromagnetic (EM) energy had to be concentrated into nar-
row beams, which for a practical implementation entailed a shift towards
shorter wavelengths.
Microwave technology became sufficiently mature only after World
War II, when the technology provided by vacuum tubes allowed the
transmission of high power waves at microwave frequencies. In 1963,
the first experiment of microwave power transmission was performed by
William Brown, who successfully delivered 100 W of dc power with an
overall dc-to-dc efficiency of about 13%. The following year, he demon-
strated the wireless powering of a model helicopter, by transmitting 5
kW of power at 2.45 GHz, with a 3-meters diameter parabolic antenna.
In his later experiments, dated 1975, Brown was also able to demon-
strate the wireless reception of 30 kW dc power at about 1.6 km from
the transmitter [1].
In the late 20th century strong interest has also been focused on long-
distance power transmission from space to Earth [6, 7, 8, 9]. The main
motivations were those of finding new ways of better exploiting solar
energy. Solar energy harvesting is indeed much more efficient in space
compared to terrestrial level and it is also independent from weather
conditions and day/night cycles, therefore an array of solar panel placed
in space, also known as solar power satellite (SPS), could beam the en-
ergy back to earth using microwave radiation. A similar approach was
also investigated for powering propel spacecrafts [10]. For such appli-
cation, the spacecraft would be composed of the receiving harvesting
elements instead of containing the conventional propulsion chemicals,
xxi
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this way reducing its weight and the consequent power needed to propel
the craft.
From the dawn of energy transmission without wires with Tesla, to
modern age, research in wireless power delivery attained disruptive de-
velopments. This technology is considered essential for the industry in
several areas of expertise, including consumer electronics, automotive,
and industrial control process [11]. Indeed, thanks to the most recent
successful breakthroughs, increased interest has emerged also in the in-
dustry, as testified by the foundation of different worldwide consortia
[12, 13].
Wireless power transmission (WPT) can be defined as the process
by which electrical energy is delivered from a power source to a load,
without the connection of electrical conductors. When talking about
WPT, three different categories can be identified: (i) near-field coupling
of inductive or capacitive type in resonant or non-resonant mode, (ii)
far-field directive power beaming, and (iii) far-field non-directive power
transfer.
The first approach is of non-radiative type and it is used strongly
when the device is close to the power source [14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20].
Well-known and commercially successful application are primarily for
short-range charging of devices, avoiding the need of power cables, such
as induction powered toothbrush, or more recent mobile phones being
charged by inductive coils [21, 22, 23]. Similar applications are also gain-
ing a lot of attention, such as the recharge of electric vehicles without
connecting to an outlet [24, 25, 26], or the wireless transmission of power
to charge the battery of pacemakers, without the need for further surgery
to replace them [27, 28]. In this case the power mechanism is similar to
what happens in a voltage transformer, where a magnetic field traverses
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a coil and generates an electromotive force on the secondary inductor,
which, if correctly aligned, can power up a device. This method firstly
achieved a range of a few millimeters to a meter, and its low efficiency for
higher distance imposed certain constraints in terms of possible applica-
tions. Nevertheless, this technology evolved to few meters of distance in
case of deployment of resonant links, as first demonstrated by a group
at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT): they provided 60
W to a lamp placed 2 m from the transmitter with an efficiency of about
40% [29].
The other two forms of wireless power transmission make use of
electromagnetic wave propagation. In this scenario two possibilities are
envisioned: the first one, referred to as far-field WPT, or microwave
power transmission (MPT), is a technique employing directive power
beams, where radiofrequency (RF) power is intentionally sent to a re-
ceiver which collects it before performing a conversion into dc power
[30, 31, 32, 33, 34]. The latter, conversely, called electromagnetic en-
ergy harvesting (EH) exploits the EM energy already present in the
environment, coming from existing EM waves radiated from sources not
intended for the specific harvesting device [35, 36, 37, 38, 39].
The Ph.D. activity reported in this thesis is mainly focused on far-
field WPT and EH-related topics. More specifically, on the receiving
part of the WPT system, namely the device responsible for the collec-
tion of the RF incident energy and for its successive conversion into dc
output. Such device is called rectenna: a compound for rectifying an-
tenna. The concept of rectenna has been first proposed by Brown [1]
and identifies the combination of an antenna with a rectifier (RF-to-dc
converter), which makes it possible an efficient conversion of RF energy
into dc energy.
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Figure 1: Building blocks of a far-field WPT or EH system.
Fig. 1 displays a representation of a far-field WPT or EH system,
highlighting its main building blocks. The RF source can be of many
kinds, featuring different characteristics, such as, single frequency (also
called continuous wave - CW), multi-band or broadband; different po-
larizations, namely, linear polarization (LP), right- or left-hand circular
polarization (RHCP - LHCP); different power levels, and so on. The
second block is the propagation channel, whose effects are often diffi-
cult to predict with precision and generally entail a degradation of the
RF source, from unavoidable attenuation, to possible alterations of the
source polarization. The design of the receiving antenna is typically ap-
plication specific, with the goal of adapting to the specific RF source(s)
available. In case of intentional far-field WPT, for example, both an-
tennas at transmitter and receiver sides are directive, while in case of
EH application, rectennas are typically demanded of omnidirectional-
ity features. A challenging aspect, directly affecting the efficiency of
the system, is the design of a proper matching network, providing suit-
able adaptation between the antenna and the rectifying unit respective
impedances, challenge further increased by the nonlinearity of the recti-
fier. As regards the rectification process, this is responsible for the actual
conversion of RF power into dc power. For low-power applications Schot-
tky diodes are primarily employed as rectifying elements, mainly due to
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their low threshold, and they can be arranged in different topologies,
such as half-wave, full-wave, voltage multiplication, and so on. Before
being delivered to the final user, the dc output of the rectenna is typically
processed by a power management unit (PMU), which can therefore be
considered as the reference load during the rectenna design. The PMU
is mainly composed by a dc-dc converter and a storage capacitor, which
preserves the harvested energy for its final consumption.
When talking about efficiency it is of critical importance specifying
which are the precise quantities that are being compared. The RF-to-dc
conversion efficiency is defined as:
ηRF−dc =
Pdc
PRX
(1)
that is, the ratio between the dc power at the output of the rectenna
versus the RF power received by the antenna and made therefore avail-
able at the input of the matching network (refer to Fig. 1). On the
other hand, dc-to-dc efficiency, defined as:
ηdc−dc =
PHARV
Pdc
(2)
always referring to Fig. 1, identifies merely the conversion efficiency
of the dc-dc converter contained in the PMU. In other cases dc-to-dc
efficiency can also be an evaluation of the whole system efficiency, start-
ing from the dc energy at the transmitter side, before its conversion into
RF, the transfer to the receiver and its subsequent re-conversion into dc
for the receiver load. Typically, this last definition is mainly embraced
in near-field WPT application.
Regardless the specific technique implemented, the objective of WPT
is to remove or eliminate all the power cables connected to electronics,
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but also to eliminate or at least reduce the needs of charging batteries
in electric devices. In particular, far-field WPT systems are expected
to be the solution to deploy battery-less distributed electronics that are
difficult and/or are in such a large quantities that battery replacement is
too costly or even unfeasible. In this case the use of wireless power trans-
mission techniques can be exploited to develop and foster the internet of
everything evolution. Indeed, among the countless possible applications
of EH and WPT, the Internet of Things (IoT) is most assuredly one
of them, especially for low power WPT. The Internet of Things refers
to uniquely identifiable objects (things) and their virtual representa-
tions in an Internet-like structure. It is expected to bring about massive
improvements in user experience and system efficiency. It will have a
transformational impact on all industries and re-shape business models
and industry configurations. An estimated 30 billion connected devices
will be deployed by 2020 [40] and the total IoT revenue is expected to
grow to $1.2 trillion in 2022. As a result, IoT services are expected
to be a key driver for growth in the telecommunication industry. In
an IoT-perspective, the precise geographic location of a thing will be a
strategic requisite [41]. Indeed, some things in the IoT will be sensors,
and sensor location is usually important [42]. Therefore, the combina-
tion of radiofrequency identification (RFID), real time locating systems
(RTLS) and sensor technologies will enable the Internet to observe, iden-
tify and understand the world without the limitations of human-entered
data [43]. Besides localization, sensing and all the possible implemented
features, a paramount prerequisite will be energy supply. Indeed, every
single device, or connected object, needs a certain amount of power to
operate. It is well known that the usage of batteries entails inherent dis-
advantages in many situations, such as unsuitability or impracticability
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of their replacement, impact on environmental pollution and so on. It
is in these cases, especially for low-power mW applications [44, 45], that
EH and WPT find room for development.
Throughout the whole duration of my Ph.D. activity I have been
mainly dedicated to the design of new solutions for rectennas, envi-
sioned for EH and low-power WPT applications. The following Ph.D.
thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 1 describes the design of an eco-
compatible tag for simultaneous EH and communication, realized on
paper substrate, Chapter 2 introduces a new concept for simultaneous
wireless power and information transfer, for which an accurate model of
a Schottky diode has been derived, Chapter 3 describes novel solutions
for increasing the activation distance of an energy autonomous tag, and
finally Chapter 4 illustrates the design of a low-cost near-field WPT
system, envisioned for RFID applications.
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Chapter 1
Eco-Compatible Next
Generation RFID Tag
The evolution of the contemporary society and the developments of in-
formation technologies have driven the pervasive diffusion of wireless
systems in the environment. More specifically, new systems employing
a large number of spatially distributed low-cost nodes (tags) are be-
ing adopted in applications among heterogeneous fields such as logistics
(e.g., tracking of goods in supply and distribution chains), security (e.g.,
localization and tracking of authorized people and goods in areas under
surveillance), environmental monitoring, and health-care (e.g., moni-
toring of patients, medical or paramedical personnel, medicines, and
health-care equipment). In all these scenarios, tags are required to be
identifiable, localizable and capable of sensing physical quantities with
high accuracy: functionalities traditionally offered by separated wireless
technologies, such as RFID, wireless sensor network (WSN), and RTLS.
Indeed, the ultra high frequency (UHF) RFID second generation (Gen.
2) [46] proved its validity in numerous application fields but still does
not offer capabilities of localization with high resolution, nor low power
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sensing functionalities [47]. RTLS systems present some examples in the
commercial world, but uniquely based on active devices (with battery)
and with no integrated sensors [48]. Finally, the WSN technology, as
RTLS, does not provide either zero-power characteristics by means of
backscatter transmission techniques or implementation of components
and circuits on eco-compatible materials [49]. Obviously, the possibility
to integrate all the aforementioned capabilities in a unique system, with
innovative and low-cost solutions, would tremendously extend the range
of applications. Moreover, the employed electronics should possess a
feature so far considered only marginally and usually ex post, but key
in the future: full compatibility with the environment.
Given these premises, the Italian national project GRETA (GREen
TAgs and sensors with ultra-wideband identification and localization ca-
pabilities) [50], was born to focus on the research of innovative solutions
and technologies aimed at the realization of a distributed system for
identification, localization, tracking and monitoring in indoor and out-
door scenarios, based on environmentally friendly materials. The main
goal is that of realizing tags which are:
• localizable with sub-meter precision even in indoor scenarios or in
presence of obstacles;
• small-sized (with an area in the order of a few square centimeters)
and lightweight;
• eco-compatible (i.e., made with recyclable materials);
• energy-autonomous (no batteries);
• low-cost to permit the employment of several tags in the applica-
tion scenario;
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• capable of sensing physical quantities from the environment.
Specifically, to meet the requirements of low energy consumption and
high-localization precision ultra-wideband (UWB) techniques are ex-
ploited to efficiently transmit identification and positioning informa-
tion in backscattering from the tags towards the reader [51, 52]. These
schemes have been recently proposed and are growing of interest for the
unique capabilities of ensuring passive communication (i.e., without the
need of equipping the tag with an active transmitter) and high-resolution
ranging [53, 54, 55]. For this reason, UWB is adopted for the communica-
tion of data generated by the autonomous non-powered sensors. Besides
passive backscattering modulation, energy autonomy is reached by im-
plementation of energy harvesting techniques, together with ultra-low
power signal processing. Finally, eco-compatible recyclable materials
(e.g., paper, polyethylene terephthalate, etc.) are investigated for the
substrate of electronic circuits, to assure the “green electronics” feature.
1.0.1 Objectives and Potential Applications
In order to guarantee the correct functionalities of the distributed low
power intelligence (zero power smart tags), the GRETA system is de-
signed to rely on an infrastructure composed of cooperative radio nodes
(readers) able to perform real-time identification and tracking with sub-
meter resolution of tagged objects/persons. Moreover, besides the mere
scavenging of ambient RF power, the use of dedicated emitters, denoted
as “energy showers”, is also foreseen in the system scenario. The GRETA
system architecture is depicted in Fig. 1.1.
The study of these tags/sensors networks, combined with the em-
ployment of recyclable materials and energy harvesting systems, paves
the way to numerous applications, mainly oriented to the Internet of
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Figure 1.1: Representation of the GRETA system.
Things concept, some of which are also pointed out in the Horizon 2020
objectives. Among them:
• e-Health: energetically autonomous and not invasive sensors for
biomedical parameters (e.g., smart band-aids) or drugs monitoring
and in general for efficient hospital activities management;
• ICT for food: on-paper tags with embedded sensors for continuous
monitoring of the product along the production and commercial
distribution chain (e.g., cold chain).
• Factories of the future: goods tracking and monitoring along the
industrial process for an advanced logistic management (supply
chain management).
Further applications concern domotics (e.g., for temperature, moisture,
and presence sensors) and cultural heritage conservation (capillary, con-
tinuous, and non-invasive monitoring of the environmental conditions
near artworks in museums and galleries). Two possible application sce-
narios are further detailed hereafter.
Factories of the Future
The introduction of an advanced RFID network able to identify, moni-
tor, and track objects based on eco-compatible technology has the poten-
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tial to revolutionize the way of producing, transporting and consuming
various goods, and its use is interesting in innumerable applications in
several areas of our daily life. Probably the deepest impact will be in
the logistics and related areas, which will benefit an increase in pro-
ductivity, costs and time saving. The achievable high level of precision
and the extremely low cost of UWB ecological tags (compared with ac-
tual active RTLS) can be exploited with great benefits for logistic. The
possibility to apply low cost tags to boxes, pallets, and other objects
inside factories, deposits, warehouses, and stores can introduce many
advantages. It will also enable to know the spatial and the temporal
coordinates of the different components of the manufacturing process.
This will increase the potential for efficient logistics and manufacturing.
With the “just-in-time” philosophy one will minimize the time compo-
nents and final products stay in stock. Furthermore, the same tags can
prevent robbery because they are also alarm activating. The presence of
tag with embedded sensors paves the way to continuous monitoring of
perishable goods which require a continuative check of the environmen-
tal parameters (e.g., temperature/moisture). Special automated guided
vehicles (AGVs), equipped with smart tags and able to move from the
manufacturing line to the warehouse, could pick up the right boxes/con-
tainers and move them to the right place in the manufacturing line. The
AGVs themselves could be guided, without the need of any fixed guid-
ance, using the real-time localization capability so that they would have
a high operative flexibility with respect to different working scenes. As-
suming that personnel is identifiable and localizable through the same
smart tags, active protection against the moving AGVs can be enabled.
Fig. 1.2 shows a possible scenario.
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Figure 1.2: Example of GRETA potential application for logistics and indus-
trial production chain.
e-Health: Smart Hospital
In this context the proposed eco-compatible technology lends itself to
various applications, able to enhance efficiency management and pa-
tients safety in hospitals. As an example, with reference to Fig. 1.3,
one could think of single-use “smart band-aid” with an integrated tem-
perature sensor (thermometer) in continuous contact with the skin of
the patient. In such a way, when interrogated, the temperature sensor
is already at the equilibrium temperature, so the measurement time is
only due to the wireless data communication (few ms), and the current
drawbacks of mercury or infrared thermometers, such as systematic er-
rors, long measurements duration, use of highly polluting substances,
and difficulties in applying to kids patients, will be eliminated. The lo-
calization characteristics of the proposed system would finally allow the
continuous tracking of drugs and equipment also maintaining a contin-
uous checking on environmental conditions. For example, the tracking
and monitoring of blood product fluid bags of human nature from pro-
duction phase (blood donor) to consumer phase (transfusion in a patient)
in order to reduce the risk in the clinical transfusion field. In this contest
the main parameter to guarantee the good quality of blood products is
the temperature.
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Figure 1.3: Example of GRETA potential application for smart hospital.
1.1 System Architecture
The activity and outcomes contained in this thesis fall within the GRETA
project. Specifically, the presented part describes the design of the green
tag antenna: an innovative ad hoc antenna suitable for joint UWB-UHF
simultaneous backscatter communication and energy harvesting, featur-
ing a flat, low profile and compact size architecture. The design of the
RF electronics, integrated in the tag, is also detailed in the thesis. Cor-
rect functionalities and dual-band operation simultaneity are guaran-
teed by a diplexer network. This network provides matching conditions
for both operating bandwidths, as well as decoupling between them.
To comply with the small required dimensions, the diplexer network is
miniaturized. Connection between the antenna and the diplexer is also
described in details. Fig. 1.4 shows the GRETA system architecture,
where the part subject of this activity is highlighted.
Design details of the various part of the tag are described in the
following Sections, together with the corresponding performance. An
extensive illustration of the various prototypes realization is given, for
intermediates steps on FR-4 and Taconic substrates. Finally, in view of
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Figure 1.4: Schematic representation of the GRETA tag architecture, where
the highlighted area corresponds to the described design activity.
the eco-compatibility requirement, the whole tag is designed and realized
on paper substrate. Paper is indeed an excellent candidate to reduce
environmental impact of electronic circuits: it is widely available at a
very low cost and most of all its highly biodegradability, with respect to
other ceramic substrates, allows it to turn into organic matter in landfills
in only a few months [56].
1.2 Integrated UWB-UHF Antenna
UWB techniques, in the European lower UWB band from 3.1 to 4.8
GHz , are chosen for the communication and localization functionalities
thanks to their interference robustness characteristics, even in indoor
scenarios. Moreover, an additional benefit in adopting UWB commu-
nication is the ultra-low power consumption, which makes it possible
to deploy battery-less RFID sensors by exploiting RF energy harvest-
ing. For energy harvesting purposes, though, UWB technology is not
adoptable due to the allowed extremely low-spectral power density [57],
which does not make it a good candidate for efficient usage of nonlinear
devices, responsible for the RF-to-dc rectification.
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Figure 1.5: Modeled dc output power for two comparable rectennas, operating
at 900 and 2450 MHz.
A possible solution, to keep the same radiating element for both com-
munication and energy harvesting, could be the exploitation of the 2.45
GHz ISM band, which is close to the lower limit of the UWB band. How-
ever, this would limit the maximum reachable link distances, as clearly
shown in Fig. 1.5. This plot compares the rectified power delivered
to the optimum load of two rectennas operating at 900 and 2450 MHz,
versus the free-space distance from a fixed RF source. In both cases,
an effective radiated power (ERP) of 500 mW is employed, incident in
the maximum link direction. Both the antennas are connected to the
same full-wave rectifier through a suitable matching network [58]. The
great advantage in collecting RF energy from the ambient by exploiting
the UHF band is clear: roughly one order of magnitude less in terms of
rectified power is achieved at 2.45 GHz. Thus, the best solution appears
to be the combination of two radiating elements: one designed for en-
ergy harvesting purposes in the UHF band and the other one to sustain
UWB communication. Moreover, this choice has the great advantage of
guaranteeing possible compatibility with previous RFID generations, as
strongly recommended by market needs.
Combined UWB-UHF solutions have been recently investigated [59,
9
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60, 61, 62], but most of them consist of optimized placement of separate
antennas with two different ports: one for UWB communication and
the other for UHF communication/harvesting. The presented activity
describes the first single-port antenna solution for hybrid UWB-UHF
operation. This results in a superior size reduction with respect to pre-
vious solutions, at the same time guaranteeing a high quality of the
radiation characteristics. Prior to the design of an eco-compatible tag
with recyclable materials, a first prototype of the proposed topology is
realized on a standard FR-4 substrate to validate design results.
1.2.1 Antenna Design
As in all wideband applications, an almost uniform antenna behavior
in the whole frequency band, from the near-field (antenna impedance)
and far-field points of view, is an important design requirement, though
not always satisfied by the available solutions. Moreover, circular po-
larization is desirable in RFID applications to reduce tag installation
constraints. A large number of wideband antennas are available from
literature. The simplest choice is to resort to step-wise [63] or tapered
[62, 64, 65] planar monopole topologies, with partial ground plane for
image theorem application, or similarly inspired solutions, such as the
Vivaldi antenna [65]. Many drawbacks pertain to these antennas: the
dispersive behavior in terms of both far- and near-field, the linear po-
larization of the radiated field, and the unbalanced nature of the port
(less suitable to chip connection). The antipodal Vivaldi antenna [66]
solves the problem of the unbalanced port, only. For the present de-
sign, we exploit the self-complementary architecture [67] which theo-
retically provides an almost constant port impedance behavior in the
whole band (ideal Z ≈ 188.5 Ω, practical Z ≈ 120 Ω, due to finite met-
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alization thickness and feed line [67]) and identical radiation properties,
as a fixed-shape “active zone” moves along the structure, by varying
the operating frequency. Within this family of antennas, some topolog-
ical choices permit to satisfy the circular polarization constraint, too:
as the cases of standard Archimedean [67] and logarithmic spiral [65]
topologies, both providing a balanced port, or a tapered version of the
Archimedean spiral with unbalanced port [68]. The selected topology
for the present design is the Archimedean spiral, providing the minimum
size. This choice has been taken by comparison of EM simulations of
an Archimedean and a logarithmic spiral antenna printed on a 1.5 mm
thick FR-4 substrate (εr = 4.3, tan(δ) = 0.025 at 10 GHz), offering a
similar behavior.
Optimization of the Archimedean Spiral Antenna
A first coverage of the UWB band, from 3.1 up to 4.8 GHz, is obtained
by a 3.2-cm-diameter spiral, with lines width (equal to lines gap for the
autocomplementarity principle) of 1 mm. The “active zone” of this an-
tenna is the circular portion of the spiral having a circumference equal to
the working wavelength, λ: in this section, an in-phase condition for the
currents flowing in the two stripes is reached, thus providing a behavior
equivalent to a full-wavelength loop antenna [67]. It is well known that
superior performance is achieved by thin-arms spiral antenna: the ex-
ploitation of vertical metallic strips (i.e., strips lain on the thin thickness
side) allows to have much tighter turns: this way the number of strip
turns can be considerably increased and thus a purer spiral behavior can
be achieved [69]. A further goal, however, is to accomplish an additional
UHF band coverage by means of a unique, compact, planar structure.
As a first attempt in this direction, the above-described Archimedean
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spiral can be used by simply increasing its dimension; however, this so-
lution requires a spiral diameter of almost 13 cm to reach good radiation
properties at the desired frequency, thus obtaining a total area incompat-
ible with almost all RFID applications. This result clearly points out
the necessity to investigate ad hoc solutions to obtain the demanded
goal within suitable overall dimensions. Antenna miniaturization has
always been of great interest in both commercial and military applica-
tions, therefore several techniques and guidelines have been proposed
in literature [70, 71]. A possible solution would be that of using high
dielectric constants [72] or even magneto-dielectric [73] materials, but
the final aim of realizing an eco-friendly device forces to discard these
possibilities. Hence, a different miniaturization solution is investigated,
the so-called “gap-loading” technique [74]: the inclusion of a capacitive
load (a 1-mm-circular stripe, placed 1-mm-far from the spiral) increases
the electrical length of the structure, thus reducing its overall dimension.
However, the almost 23% reduction factor reached is not yet enough for
the desired purpose.
Novel UWB-UHF Antennas Hybrid Topology
A new solution for co-localizing a UWB and a UHF antenna sharing
the same substrate and the same port can be obtained by extending the
spiral length to form a meandered dipole. In Fig. 1.6, the principle of the
presented idea is shown. The new topology justifies, from another point-
of-view, the choice of the Archimedean spiral, instead of the logarithmic
one: the fusion of the spiral with the dipole can be straightforwardly
obtained without any tapering in between the two structures. It is worth
noting that all the spiral paths contribute to the dipole antenna, thus
allowing an overall dipole length suitable for UHF band applications. It
12
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Figure 1.6: Integrated UWB-UHF one-port antenna architecture.
must be stressed that the UHF dipole still offers linear polarization, as
standard straight dipoles: in fact, the far-field polarization is determined
by the vertical arms departing from the spiral, while the rest of the
branches mainly contribute as reactive loads. Linear polarization of the
UHF antenna is required by the wireless powering mechanism foreseen in
the National Project for which this antenna has been developed [50]: this
is based on a set of intentional, linearly polarized UHF sources cleverly
deployed in the ambient to provide the RF power on demand (“energy
showers”), compliant with the maximum EIRP emission in the European
UHF 868 MHz RFID band [75]. Conversely, circular polarization for the
UWB antenna is chosen for communication/ranging purposes, as usually
required in most RFID applications.
To preserve the autocomplementarity of the spiral and to minimize
lines coupling in the long path providing the dipole operation, wider lines
with respect to previous experiments are chosen: lines and gaps width
is set to 1.5 mm. This value has been chosen as a good compromise to
guarantee the best spiral and dipole coexistence. Indeed this width leads
to a total UHF dipole length of a 1.5-l UHF dipole, while preserving a
compact layout. Conversely, reduced width size better ensures the spi-
ral currents in-phase condition [69] (with the number of turns increased
accordingly, to preserve the outer circumference dimension). However,
13
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Figure 1.7: (a) Final topology of the proposed antenna. (b) Reactance and
maximum realized gain as a function of the length of the dipole.
this choice directly lengthens the UWB spiral arms and forces the use of
a 2.5-l UHF dipole, as the whole spiral path contributes to the dipole
antenna. By EM simulation [76], it is proved that this configuration
worsens dipole performance, as most of its length comes from the spiral
path. As a consequence, its polarization is turned from perfectly linear
to elliptical. Moreover, longer and thinner paths involve higher losses,
which would be a critical aspect in view of an ultra-low power, eco-
compatible realization on recyclable substrate. Finally, a standard 0.5-l
dipole cannot be adopted as well, as it would require an excessive re-
duction of the number of turns at the expense of the spiral performance,
especially in the lower UWB frequency range.
The final topology of the antenna is reported in Fig. 1.7(a). The
folded dipole layout guarantees a resonant behavior at 868 MHz (imag-
inary part of the dipole impedance equal to zero). However, if the an-
tenna is used with a standard UHF-RFID chip (for compatibility pur-
poses with previous generations), an easy conjugate matching can be
obtained by varying the final part of the dipole length (L) of Fig. 1.7(a).
This is clearly shown in Fig. 1.7(b), where the imaginary part of the
dipole input impedance is plotted versus frequency, with L as a parame-
ter. It can be observed that a 20-mm length variation provides a 100 W
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@ 868 MHz @ 3 GHz
@ 4 GHz @ 5 GHz
Figure 1.8: Full-wave simulation results in terms of surface current magnitude
in the UHF and UWB bands.
reactance span. From Fig. 1.7(b), it is also clear that, for any selected
length value, the reactance slope with respect to frequency does not vary
significantly. This allows us to conclude that the operating UHF-RFID
bandwidth (conjugate matching conditions) can be guaranteed for many
different dipole lengths. In Fig. 1.7(b), the corresponding realized gain,
in resonant conditions, is also plotted: its almost flat behavior confirms
that, by varying the branch L of the total dipole length, the radiation
properties in the UHF band are not significantly degraded. Thus, these
tuning properties can be potentially exploited for compatibility with
standard RFID chips.
The first demonstration of the effectiveness of the presented idea is
reported in Fig. 1.8, where the surface current magnitude, computed by
full-wave simulation in correspondence to the operating frequencies, is
assessed. Besides the shift of the active zone within the UWB band, the
1.5-l behavior in the UHF band can be noticed, too: indeed two zero
current values for each branch are evident. A further confirmation of the
optimal coexistence of the two antennas is then provided by the highly
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Figure 1.9: Antenna performance in terms of reflection coefficient, without
dipole (gray line) and with dipole (black line).
similar spiral performance with and without the dipole. In Fig. 1.9, the
reflection coefficient (normalized to 120 W) is shown: a maximal value of
−10 dB is guaranteed for the two configurations in the frequency band of
interest. In Fig. 1.10, the plots of the radiation patterns in the yz-plane
(see Fig. 1.6) at the UWB center-frequency are compared, showing an
excellent agreement. The same is true for the antenna circular polar-
ization properties: in Fig. 1.11, the axial ratio (AR) in the xz- and
yz-planes of the UWB antennas is compared: a maximum difference of
1.5 dB is predicted in both planes. Similar results have been obtained
all over the 3− 5 GHz band, thus ensuring the proper UWB communi-
cation in the presence of the UHF dipole. Previous results also justify
the insensitivity of the UWB antenna near- and far-field properties to
dipole length variation, as verified by EM simulation.
1.2.2 Antenna Experimental Characterization
For a first, extended characterization of the new UWB–UHF integrated
antenna, the first prototype is realized on FR-4 substrate. The photo of
the prototype with the associated dimensions is shown in Fig. 1.12(a).
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Figure 1.10: Antenna performance in terms of realized gain in the yz-plane
at the central UWB band frequency of 4 GHz, without dipole (gray line) and
with dipole (black line).
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quency of 4 GHz, with and without dipole, in the yz- and xz-plane.
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Figure 1.12: Photo of the FR-4-based prototype: (a) front view and (b)
perspective view with the coaxial cable used in radiation pattern measurements.
As regards antenna port measurements, the interface between the unbal-
anced measurement equipment and the balanced nature of the antenna
port has to be considered. A possible approach can be resorting to
the measurement procedure proposed in [77], where a Y-shaped three-
ports coaxial junction is used. After applying the cable de-embedding
procedure, an excellent correspondence between measured and modeled
antenna impedance is obtained, shown in Fig. 1.13, spanning both the
UHF and UWB bands. From inspection of the figure, the exact reso-
nance at 868 MHz, and the almost constant behavior in the UWB band
can be easily evinced; the third zero-crossing of the reactance in the lower
band clearly confirms that the total length of the dipole provides a 1.5-l
behavior. It can be observed that in the UHF band, the integrated an-
tenna shows an impedance real part of about 12 W, which is acceptable
for efficient matching to an RF-to-dc rectifier. These results also show
that the real part of the impedance is of only few W in correspondence
of the first zero-crossing of the reactance, which further confirms that
a common half-wavelength topology would not be convenient due to its
extremely low resistance values.
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Figure 1.13: Measured and modeled antenna input impedance: (a) real part;
(b) imaginary part in the UHF band; (c) real part; and (d) imaginary part in
the UWB band.
Very good agreement can also be observed by comparison of the
modeled and measured reflection coefficients in both the UHF and UWB
bands, by resorting to the proper normalization, as shown in Figs. 1.14
and 1.15, respectively.
Antenna far-field measurements are carried out in a real-office sce-
nario, and not in an anechoic chamber, to test the antenna performance
in practical applications. As we look for normalized behavior of the ra-
diation properties, direct connection of the conductors of a 50-W coaxial
cable [78, 79] to the antenna differential port is adopted in this case.
In Fig. 1.16, the predicted and measured radiation patterns of the co-
polarized and cross-polarized components in the E and H-plane (yz- and
xz-plane, respectively) of the UWB–UHF antenna at 868 MHz are re-
ported. As can be evinced, they prove to be almost identical to those
obtained by a standard straight standalone dipole. The unique differ-
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Figure 1.14: Measured and modeled reflection coefficient in the UHF band
(normalized to 12 W). 0.5-l, 1.5-l, and 2.5-l resonances can also be recognized.
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Figure 1.15: Measured and modeled reflection coefficient in the UWB band
(normalized to 120 W).
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Figure 1.16: Measured and modeled normalized field radiation patterns of
the co- and cross-polarized component at 868 MHz, in the (a) E-plane (yz) and
(b) H-plane (xz) of the dipole.
ence with respect to a straight dipole is the absence of secondary lobes,
despite the geometrical 1.5-l length, as most of its total length is ar-
ranged in a spiral-like configuration. As regards, the polarization of the
dipole far-field, it results linearly polarized in the y-direction (main axis
of the dipole) for a wide elevation range. The slight asymmetry of the
radiation patterns of Fig. 1.16 is due to the coaxial cable termination
shown in Fig. 1.12(b), which is taken into account in the simulation,
too.
Similar conclusions can be drawn in the UWB band: Fig. 1.17 re-
ports the simulated and measured radiation patterns at the UWB-band
frequencies 3, 4, and 5 GHz, for both the co- and the cross-polarized
components. Due to the ungrounded antenna structure, in the z > 0
half-space, the co-polarized component is the right-handed circularly
polarized (RHCP) one, while in the z < 0 half-space (light gray area
in the figure), the co-polarized component is the left-handed circularly
polarized (LHCP) one. The coaxial cable junction in the back of the an-
tenna is the main reason of a non-negligible cross-polarized component,
as verified by simulation, too, and consequently of an AR worsening
with respect to the isolated antenna results of Fig. 1.11. The simu-
lated realized gain in the maximal radiation direction of the antenna is
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Figure 1.17: Measured and modeled normalized field radiation patterns at 3,
4, and 5 GHz, in the yz-plane (left column), and in the xz-plane (right column).
plotted in Fig. 1.18, in both the operating frequency bands: an almost
constant behavior is obtained in the UWB band, as expected; a value
of more than 0 dBi is guaranteed in the UHF band. In the same figure,
the measured gain is superimposed, too: good agreement with modeled
results is achieved. These results were obtained using a 12- and 120-W
termination, for the UHF and the UWB bands, respectively.
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Figure 1.18: Simulated (solid line) and measured (markers) realized gain of
the FR4-prototype in the (a) UHF band and (b) UWB band.
1.3 Diplexer Network
The co-localization of the two radiating elements leads to a single-port
antenna architecture. This situation can be remarkably advantageous
for the direct connection of a single chip, located in the center part of
the antenna, which embeds the whole tag circuitry. For a hybrid pro-
totype realization, though, a proper three-way matching network needs
to be accurately designed. This network, or diplexer, is a three-port
microstrip/lumped element antenna-feeding network able to simultane-
ously provide high decoupling between the UHF and the UWB paths as
well as their respective matching conditions. In particular, the diplexer
is designed to connect the antenna (port 1) to a rectifier for the UHF
path (port 2), and a UWB modulator for the UWB path (port 3). This
simultaneously guarantees decoupling and matching conditions for both
the UHF and the UWB paths, by means of a lumped elements filter in
the UHF band, and a microstrip filter in the UWB band. The challeng-
ing aspect is to reach these goals with reduced dimensions in order not
to affect the antenna performance. In view of a unique UWB-UHF chip
realization, the diplexer network can be used as a proof-of-concept to be
integrated in a unique chip. Different aspects need to be simultaneously
23
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Port 2
Figure 1.19: Schematic of the diplexer circuit topology. Port 2 is an artificial
termination introduced for evaluation of the diplexer performance.
accounted for in this feeding network design, namely:
1. preserving the radiating performance of the ungrounded antenna;
2. realizing a suitable transition from the antenna balanced port to
the unbalanced microstrip network;
3. separating and matching the UHF and UWB paths with minimum
insertion losses.
Fig. 1.19 illustrates the diplexer topology. In the UHF band, the
diplexer is responsible for filtering the signal as well as providing match-
ing condition towards the following rectifier, which converts the RF in-
coming signal into dc output power. This filter is realized with lumped
SMD components. For the rectifying section a full-wave voltage-doubler
topology, exploiting Schottky diodes SMS7630-079LF from Skyworks
[80], has been adopted. As regards the UWB band, the communica-
tion capabilities are provided by the exploitation of passive backscat-
tering; therefore the UWB port of the diplexer will be connected to a
backscatter modulator, which will be responsible for the modulation of
the incoming signal by switching its impedance between the two mis-
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Figure 1.20: Simulated scattering parameters of the three-port network of
Fig. 1.19 in the (a) UHF band and (b) UWB band.
matched conditions of open and short circuit terminations. For design
purposes, the UWB path of the diplexer has been matched to a 50 W
termination; nevertheless a similar design procedure can be successfully
followed for any other loading conditions. The UWB path is realized
with a distributed element filter, composed by a microstrip line featur-
ing two short-circuited stubs.
Nonlinear/electromagnetic co-simulation [81] is then adopted to op-
timize the network for the stringent design goals described earlier. In
order to test the feasibility of the diplexer performance in view of an
eco-compatible substrate realization, the network is designed on a 0.69
mm thick paper substrate (εr = 2.85, tan(δ) = 0.053 at 4 GHz). The
simulated three-port circuit behavior is reported in Fig. 1.20, in terms
of scattering-parameter amplitudes: in this case, a complex impedance
of 20− j250Ω is used as the UHF port impedance (port 2 of Fig. 1.19).
This constant value has to be understood as the mean-value of the vari-
able nonlinear rectifier input impedance at the expected low input power
levels (from −20 to 0 dBm). For the present purpose, the UWB port
(port 3 of Fig. 1.19) has been kept referenced to 50Ω. The S21 and S31
plots show promising values of the transmission coefficients between the
25
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antenna port and the UHF and UWB ports, respectively: they are equal
or greater than −2 dB in both cases and all over the bands of interests,
in spite of the high paper losses.
The effectiveness of the designed network is also confirmed by the
high decoupling between the UHF and the UWB ports all over the bands
[see S23 in Figs. 1.20(a) and (b)]. Indeed, in order to successfully pro-
vide the demanded functionalities during all tag’s operating conditions,
the highest decoupling behavior between the UHF and the UWB fre-
quency bands is mandatory. For this reason a further inspection of the
diplexer performance under different operating circumstances has been
conducted. During the UWB backscattering communication, the UWB
modulator switches its impedance from an open circuit to a short cir-
cuit condition: these extremely different loads values could affect UHF
behavior too, if not properly decoupled. Fig. 1.21 shows UHF filtering
and matching performance for all the UWB different operating condi-
tions; this result clearly shows how the high decoupling provided between
the two operating bands guarantees a correct UHF operation. On the
other side, rectifying operation in the UHF band could affect the UWB
communication, especially because of the nonlinearity introduced by the
rectifying section. For this purpose the insertion loss introduced by the
UWB microstrip path is evaluated for different levels of the incoming
RF signal incident in the UHF band, as depicted in Fig. 1.22. Once
again, high decoupling proves to be guaranteed, allowing completely
transparent operations between the two operating bands.
1.4 Taconic Implementation
Thanks to the promising results obtained with the first evaluations of
both the UWB-UHF antenna and the diplexer network, a complete tag
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Figure 1.21: Diplexer UHF (a) matching and (b) filtering performance dis-
tortion during the UWB modulation (SC - Short Circuit, OC - Open Circuit).
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31 mm
43 mm
1.5 mm
10 mm
Figure 1.23: Photo of the Taconic-based prototype with the corresponding
dimensions. The highlighted part in the center part of the antenna represents
the diplexer area on the backside of the tag.
has been designed and realized on Taconic substrate.
First, the integrated UWB-UHF antenna presented in Section 1.2 is
designed over a 0.635-mm-thick Taconic RF60A substrate (εr = 6.15,
tan(δ) = 0.0028 at 10 GHz). A picture of the prototype, realized with
an in-house milling machine, is provided in Fig. 1.23, along with the
corresponding dimensions. Electromagnetic simulation results exhibit
very good radiating characteristics, similar to those obtained with the
FR-4 realization. In the UWB band the antenna impedance has an
almost constant value of 120 W throughout the whole band, while radia-
tion efficiency and realized gain are approximately equal to 95% and 3.5
dBi, respectively. In the UHF band the 1.5-l meandered dipole shows a
purely real impedance of approximately 5 W at 868 MHz. The radiation
efficiency is in this case of 82%, with a realized gain of 0 dBi.
As previously discussed, the significant dispersive behavior of the
presented antenna needs a proper matching network in order to work
correctly. The diplexer network, whose topology has been introduced
in Fig. 1.19, is responsible for both matching and filtering of the UHF
and UWB bands, as well as decoupling between the two. Since the
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adopted UWB-UHF antenna has no ground plane, its radiation pattern
is bi-directional, being equally distributed in both the z > 0 and the
z < 0 half-spaces, for the two operating bands. This means that the
presence of nearby circuitry metalization can highly deteriorate antenna
performance. Hence, for a practical implementation of the tag, several
diplexer topologies have been investigated, focusing on preserving the
radiating properties of the antenna while at the same time ensuring a
low-profile structure. This means that, as anticipated, the diplexer has
to be implemented with reduced dimensions.
Given these constraints, a 1−cm2 microstrip/lumped elements diplexer
has been designed on a 0.635 mm-thick Taconic RF-60A substrate, which
runs parallel to the antenna substrate. The area of the diplexer network
and its placement on the backside of the integrated UWB-UHF antenna
can be observed in Fig. 1.23. Increasing circuit dimensions would lead to
a degradation of the ungrounded antenna performance, especially for the
higher frequencies of the UWB band: for this reason a miniaturization
of the diplexer circuit is mandatory.
1.4.1 Antenna-Diplexer Connection
As anticipated, a future single chip realization, providing all the func-
tionalities of the described diplexer, and directly connected to the bal-
anced single port presented antenna, would lead to a very compact de-
vice. As a first hybrid implementation, though, the described diplexer
has to be exploited, and because of the ungrounded nature of the an-
tenna, its placement and connection need accurate consideration. In-
deed, the presence of a metallic plane on the backside of the spiral an-
tenna would strongly influence its radiation characteristics. This degra-
dation would arise for increased diplexer dimensions, especially at the
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higher frequencies, involving the inner part of the spiral. The implemen-
tation of a 1−cm2 circuit, at a distance of 5 mm from the antenna, proves
to be a good compromise, influencing antenna behavior only marginally,
in terms of both radiation patterns and polarization, all over the fre-
quency bands of interest.
The single port antenna presents balanced feeding lines, therefore the
connection with the unbalanced microstrip/lumped elements diplexer
will have to take this transition into account. For this purpose a 5
mm-long balanced line departing from the center of the spiral arms is
built over the same 0.635 mm-thick Taconic RF-60A substrate and is
placed orthogonally to the antenna and diplexer substrate, connecting
the radiating element and the matching/feeding network in a balun-free
transition [82, 83]. This connection is shown in Fig. 1.24 where the
antenna structure has been made transparent for clarification purpose;
the diplexer ground plane removal is also visible, allowing one conductor
of the balanced line to reach the “hot” microstrip line on the top layer
of the diplexer. Two holes have been realized in order to wedge in the
balanced line substrate, one on the diplexer substrate and the other one
on the antenna substrate; extra Taconic sidewalls have also been added
for support purpose.
1.4.2 Diplexer Layout and Performance
The layout of the implemented diplexer is shown in Fig. 1.25. It is
mainly composed of three sections: the microstrip UWB matching and
filtering circuit, the lumped elements UHF matching and filtering circuit
(L1 and C1), and the rectifying section. In order to realize the requested
topology on a 1−cm2 area, the 32.3 mm-long microstrip line composing
the UWB path has been meandered. As regards the UHF path and
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Antenna-
balanced line 
connection
Ground plane
aperture
Figure 1.24: Representation of the antenna-diplexer connection. A removal
in the diplexer ground plane allows one of the two balanced lines to reach the
diplexer top layer.
Schottky diodes
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UWB 
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insertion for 
measurements
ground plane aperture
Figure 1.25: Diplexer (a) layout representation and (b) photo of the realized
prototype. With reference to Fig. 1.19, the ground plane aperture corresponds
to port 1, which connects to the antenna, test port corresponds to port 2 and
UWB modulator/test port corresponds to port 3.
the rectifying section, the UHF filter is merely composed of a series
inductance L1 and a parallel capacitance C1. Two Skyworks Schottky
diodes are employed in the rectifier in a voltage-doubler topology, after
which an optimum load of 6.5 kΩ has been used. The aforementioned
parts are all commercially-available components, of which the models
employed are listed in Table 1.1. The SMD components are chosen with
0402 case, to comply with the miniaturization needs.
The UWB communication takes place with passive backscattering of
the signal received by the UWB reader. To do so the diplexer is loaded
with a UWB backscatter modulator, which basically consists of a vari-
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Table 1.1: List of SMD components of the diplexer Taconic implementation.
Part name Manufacturer Product code Value
L1 Coilcraft 0402HP-15NXGLU 15 nH
C1 Murata GRM0225C1C1R5CD05D 1.5 pF
C2-C3 ATC 600L100FT200T 10 pF
D1-D2 Skyworks SMS7630-079LF
RLOAD Vishay CRCW04026K49FKED 6.5 kW
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Figure 1.26: Comparison between the measured and simulated reflection and
transmission coefficient at ports 1 and 3 of the Taconic diplexer. Both ports
are normalized on 50 W.
able impedance switching its value from OC to SC conditions. In order
to assess the diplexer performance in the UWB band, the scattering pa-
rameters at ports 1 and 3 are measured with a vector network analyzer
(VNA). The comparison between modeled and measured results is given
in Fig. 1.26. Despite an increased loss of 2-3 dB and a slight shrinkage in
the operating bandwidth, acceptable agreement is obtained. It is worth
noting that the simulated results are reported with a 50 W normalization
at both ports, to match with the measured one.
One of the requested tag functionalities is the simultaneous recovery
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of RF energy while communicating in the UWB band. A non-linear/elec-
tromagnetic co-simulation of the whole circuit has been carried out,
including real component models, taking into account the dispersive be-
havior of the antenna, with the goal of maximizing the RF-to-DC con-
version efficiency. Since RF energy harvesting has to deal with typically
low-levels of incoming signals, the optimization has been mainly focused
on incoming available RF power ranging from -15 to -5 dBm. The re-
sulted modeled conversion efficiency, in optimum loading conditions, is
shown in Fig. 1.27 for this range of available RF input power: promising
values from 30 to 55% are clearly observed.
In the same plot the measured data are also provided. In this case a
serious efficiency drop is reported by the experimental validation. Such
inconsistency might be attributed to different phenomena, namely: in-
accurate modeling of the 3D antenna-diplexer transition, discrepancy
between components model and their real behavior, or incongruous sub-
strate dielectric properties. After thorough examination of the issue,
by means of reverse engineering and consequent successive prototyping
phases, it was found that this discrepancy could be mainly attributed
to the inaccurate nonlinear model of the Schottky diodes adopted for
the nonlinear circuit simulations. Furthermore, this inaccuracy was also
proved by a following research activity, intensively described in Chap-
ter 2, where a new SPICE model of the Schottky diode, different from
the one given by the manufacturer, was generated to finally match the
nonlinear behavior of the component.
Finally, Fig. 1.28 reports few pictures of the complete tag realized
with the Taconic substrate, where the extra supporting Taconic dis-
played in Fig. 1.24 was temporarily removed for ease of visualization.
On the leftmost side of the image it is possible to see how one of the
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Figure 1.27: RF-to-dc conversion efficiency for low levels of RF incoming
available power. Inconsistent measured results are a consequence of the inac-
curate manufacturer model of the Schottky diodes.
two balanced lines is modified at one end for connection to the diplexer
ground plane, in a balun-free transition. Whereas the rightmost part
shows the further 3D transition for insertion of the UWB port used dur-
ing the measurements, which has then to be replaced with the UWB
backscatter modulator.
1.5 Paper Implementation
In this Section the final implementation of the eco-compatible integrated
UWB-UHF tag is described. To fulfill the “green electronics” require-
ment the whole tag is designed and fabricated on paper. The tag fab-
rication, realized by the University of Perugia, partner of the GRETA
project, is based on conventional copper layer to be glued onto paper
sheets, which provides a possible alternative to the well-demonstrated
inkjet printing technology [84, 56, 85, 86, 87, 88]. Moreover, the proposed
low-profile paper layout guarantees eco-compatibility for more than 93%
of the total tag volume.
Since low-profile characteristics play a significant role as key enabler
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43 mm 10 mm
5 mm
Figure 1.28: Pictures of the complete tag realized on Taconic substrate.
for a large number of applications, with respect to the architecture pre-
sented in Section 1.4, a new, more compact and mechanically stable
solution has been designed, allowing a total thickness of less than 1 mm.
To do so, the multilayer structure, shown in Fig. 1.29(a), is adopted,
with the goal of settling the low-profile and robustness requirements
with the lowest influence on antenna performance. Two paper sheets,
370 mm-thick, are used as the substrate for the antenna metalization
on the top and for the diplexer circuitry on the bottom, whose ground
plane is provided by inserting a 13.2x 13.2 mm2 flexible copper sheet,
0.3 mm-thick, between the two paper layers.
Antenna-diplexer connection is realized by means of two via-through
connecting one antenna arm to the diplexer ground plane, and the other
one to its input microstrip line. This way an effective balun-free transi-
tion between the unbalanced diplexer topology and the balanced antenna
port is realized. Fig. 1.29(b) shows a 3-D zoom of this connection, where
a squared slot of 2.2x 2.2 mm2 in the ground plane allows one arm of
the antenna to be connected to the microstrip. This solution does have
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Figure 1.29: Tag architecture: (a) side multilayer view and (b) zoomed per-
spective 3-D view, where the multiple layers are made transparent for ease of
visualization.
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Figure 1.30: Comparison between modeled gain patterns of the standalone
antenna and the antenna with the back side diplexer at the UWB central
frequency (4 GHz).
a negligible impact on the antenna radiation behavior as shown in Fig.
1.30, where the antenna gain behavior at 4 GHz in the yz-plane (see Fig.
1.29), with and without the diplexer attached on its back side, is shown:
a reduced influence of the diplexer structure can be observed. Similar
results have been observed all over the frequencies of interest.
The adopted paper substrate has thickness 370 µm, εr = 2.55, and
tan (δ) = 0.05 (at 24 GHz). The fabrication technique is very simple and
consists in gluing a copper adhesive tape, etched by means of a conven-
tional photo-lithographic process, onto the paper substrate, as described
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Figure 1.31: (a) Integrated UWB-UHF antenna layout. (b) Prototype on
paper substrate.
in [89]. This procedure is employed for all the tag metalization layers.
Via-through junctions, which connect the antenna to the diplexer, have
been realized by means of copper wires with a diameter of 0.4 mm.
Fig. 1.31 reports the layout of the integrated UWB-UHF antenna. It
is worth noting that the frequency-dependent antenna-diplexer matching
is obtained with no need to refer to 50-W terminations, thus reducing
the needed circuitry between them and the associated losses [90, 91].
In Fig. 1.32 the measured and modeled antenna reflection coefficients
are reported, normalized to the 50-W termination of the instrument at
any operating frequency: a very good agreement is observed all over
the frequency band. With such unified normalization impedance for
any frequency, these plots do not directly provide the antenna operating
bandwidth, which would require a different normalization impedance
for each frequency point. As a representative result, Fig. 1.33, reports
the antenna input impedance in the UHF band, where the 868-MHz
resonance is clearly displayed.
The challenging requirements of the diplexer network are still appli-
cable. Indeed, it is simultaneously requested to be: i) miniaturized, to
ensure the low-profile of the entire tag; ii) inserted in such a way that
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Figure 1.32: Simulated and measured integrated UWB-UHF antenna re-
flection coefficient with respect to 50 W (vector network analyzer reference
impedance).
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Figure 1.33: Comparison between measured and simulated antenna input
impedance in the UHF band, (a) real part and (b) imaginary part.
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Figure 1.34: (a) Miniaturized diplexer layout, with area 13.2x 13.2mm2 and
thickness 370 µm. (b) Picture of the prototype on paper substrate.
it does not perturb the antenna radiation characteristics; iii) able to
provide two paths: the UWB one, to be loaded by the backscattering
modulator, for localization and addressing; the UHF one to be loaded
by the rectifier for RF harvesting, with minima insertion losses in both
cases.
Once again, with reference to Fig. 1.19, the UWB branch consists of
a meandered two-stage microstrip filter, while the UHF one is based on
lumped element small SMD components (0402-case) and is connected
to a full-wave rectifier employing Schottky diodes. SMDs soldering has
been realized with the aid of conductive paste, at temperatures below
300° C, in order not to damage the paper substrate. The new layout of
the diplexer network on paper substrate is reported in Fig. 1.34. The
values and models of the UHF components are listed in Table 1.2.
1.5.1 Tag UHF Performance
Tag UHF harvesting capabilities are tested by connecting the diplexer
UHF output port to the rectifier. The RF-to-dc conversion efficiency is
the figure of merit to characterize the tag EH capabilities. The effective
RF received power is first measured using the antenna standalone, on a
50-W load, for a fixed distance and orientation of the transmitting UHF
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Table 1.2: List of SMD components of the diplexer paper implementation.
Part name Manufacturer Product code Value
L1 Coilcraft 0402HP-18NXGLU 18 nH
C1 Murata GJM1555C1H1R0WB01D 1 pF
C2-C3 ATC 600L100FT200T 10 pF
D1-D2 Skyworks SMS7630-079LF
RLOAD Vishay CRCW04028K06FKED 8 kW
antenna. By taking into account the mismatch loss factor between the
instrument 50-W termination and the actual antenna impedance in the
UHF band, the available RF power at the diplexer input can be evalu-
ated. The measurement has been carried outside an anechoic chamber,
in different indoor scenarios, in order to realistically evaluate the RF
energy incidence at the tag locations. In a second step the reference
antenna is replaced with the entire tag for the same conditions of the
transmitting antenna and the dc rectifier output voltage is measured
on the optimized load (8 kΩ for the present design); the dc power is
computed accordingly.
The excellent comparison between the predicted EM-based nonlinear
results and the measured ones, in terms of RF-to-dc conversion efficiency,
are superimposed in Fig. 1.35, for a wide range of input RF power, from
-30 to 0 dBm. The corresponding rectified voltages on the optimum load
are also superimposed on the same plot. This test campaign, has been
repeated for all the possible loading conditions of the diplexer UWB
port (i.e., open-circuit, short-circuit or 50 W) to confirm the optimized
decoupling between the UHF and the UWB operations of the tag. For
an available input power as low as -10 dBm, the UWB-UHF tag is able
to provide a dc power of 44.8 mW and a dc voltage of 600 mV. Such
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Figure 1.35: RF-to-dc conversion efficiency and rectified voltage on the opti-
mum load for typically available RF input power levels.
quantities are well suitable to activate the ICs of the UWB path, for
localizing and addressing the paper tag [92].
For the present case the outcomes of the activity described in Chap-
ter 2 were exploited. Thanks to the new accurate SPICE model of the
Schottky diodes, capable of matching the nonlinear behavior of the com-
ponent, an excellent agreement was obtained.
1.5.2 Tag UWB Performance
Communication in the UWB band is carried out by passive backscat-
tering. For this reason, the diplexer UWB port will be connected to
a backscatter modulator. The modulation of the incident interrogation
signal can be implemented by a controlled switching of the UWB load
between the two conditions of open and short circuit terminations. For
the design of the diplexer, a reference 50 W load has been chosen. In this
way, when the tag is inactive, no reflections will occur from the tag if the
UWB port is terminated on a 50 W load (an equivalent design procedure
can be successfully followed for any other reference impedance).
The tag performance in the UWB band are first assessed in terms
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Figure 1.36: Comparison between measured and modeled diplexer antenna
port return loss and antenna-to-UWB port insertion loss. Both UWB port and
antenna port are referred to 50 W terminations.
of filtering and matching capabilities of the diplexer network. The scat-
tering parameters at ports 1 and 3 are measured with a vector network
analyzer (VNA). The measured and simulated insertion and return loss
are compared in Fig. 1.36, where the antenna port is replaced by the 50
W termination of the instrument.
Despite diplexer optimized miniaturization, because of the absence of
a ground plane, the antenna is influenced by the presence of the diplexer
metalization, as also reported by Fig. 1.30. Even though this influence
appears to be minor, it is worth evaluating to which extent it might affect
the communication capabilities of the tag. To do so, an accurate evalu-
ation of the system performance is carried out by means of circuit/EM
co-simulation. This procedure allows to predict in a straightforward way
the received UWB pulse spectrum and the associated contributions to its
amplitude and phase distortion for different tag configuration and differ-
ent TX-RX respective orientations. From the system point of view, this
information is fundamental, especially when time difference of arrival
(TDOA) techniques are adopted for localization purposes [93].
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For the present case a linearly polarized UWB plane wave is cho-
sen as incident signal of the tag. According to the Harmonic Balance
(HB) principles the system excitation must be given in the frequency do-
main. The adopted UWB pulse waveform has duration and amplitude
dynamic designed to fit the European requirements [57], not exceed-
ing −41.3 dBm/MHz of transmitted EIRP in the 3.1-4.8 GHz band:
a fourth derivative of a Gaussian pulse with duration τd = 300 ps and
period TUWB = 6 ns is chosen. By the HB-based technique, such pulse
is accurately described by a fundamental frequency fUWB = 1/TUWB =
166MHz with NH = 64 harmonics: this way a wider frequency range
is retained in the HB analysis in order to accurately evaluate the effects
of nonlinear signal processing. The antenna is considered in receiving
mode. By resorting to EM theory [94, 95] a rigorous evaluation of the
pulse distortion at the antenna port can be carried out. The incident
linearly polarized UWB plane wave can be written as:
Ei (r;ωk) = Ei (r;ωk)
(
cosψθˆ + sinψφˆ
)
. (1.1)
In these conditions the equivalent Norton current generators are ob-
tained by combining 1.1 with the electric field the antenna would radiate
at a distance r and direction (θ, φ), in transmitting mode. In particular
the straightforward application of the reciprocity theorem to the trans-
mitted UWB pulse harmonics (Ei (r;ωk)) and the harmonics of the field
transmitted by the spiral antenna when powered by a voltage source
of known amplitude U and internal resistance R0 (EA (r;ωk)) allows
to evaluate the 64 equivalent Norton current generators needed for the
analysis, according to the following formula [96]:
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Figure 1.37: (a) Antenna in receiving mode. (b) Corresponding equivalent
circuit representation in frequency domain for the HB analysis.
Jeq (ωk) = j
[1 +R0YA (ωk)]
U
2λkre
jβr
η
Ei (r;ωk) ·EA (r;ωk) (1.2)
where · indicates the scalar product, η is the free-space wave impedance,
YA (ω) is the frequency-dependent antenna admittance computed by full-
wave EM analysis, and r = (r, θ, φ) is the spatial vector defining the
UWB source distance and the UWB pulse direction of arrival in the
receiver-referred spherical reference frame.
The corresponding situation is depicted in Fig. 1.37: 64 current gen-
erators are placed in parallel to the full-wave description of the antenna
admittance in the whole bandwidth (by means of the admittance YA (ω))
in order to compute the actual received UWB voltage at the UWB RX
port: this port is simply given by the balanced antenna terminals for
the evaluation of a case without diplexer, while in the second case it
corresponds to the port 3 of Fig. 1.19 [97].
In this way, for a given polarization of the incident field (angle ψ in
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Figure 1.38: Antenna distortion effects on the received pulse. (a) UWB pulse
incident on the antenna. (b) Received pulse by the standalone antenna, for fixed
polarization (ψ = 0°) and varying incident elevation θ angle. (c) Received pulse
by the standalone antenna, for fixed AOA and two different polarizations of the
incident field. (d) Received pulse by the standalone antenna and the complete
tag with the diplexer.
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Fig. 1.37), the procedure allows to predict the relationship between a
received pulse shape and its angle-of-arrival (AOA) and vice-versa. Fur-
thermore, the effect on distortion due to the antenna or to the antenna-
diplexer assembly are available as well, after the circuit-level analysis.
Comparison among transmitted (ideal) and received (real) pulses are
reported in Fig. 1.38. It is possible to notice that, besides amplitude
distortion, a certain phase delay is observed in all the cases. From Fig.
1.38(b) it is possible to see that different AOAs cause short delays, the
maximum one being 30 ps, reported for j = 10°. In this case the main
contribution for such distortion is due to the shape of the antenna ra-
diation pattern along that direction. Fig. 1.38(c) shows that a much
longer delay is obtained if the polarization of the incident UWB field is
rotated by 90°, and reaches 70 ps. Such contribution can be attributed
to slightly imperfect circular polarization provided by the antenna. Fi-
nally, Fig. 1.38(d) shows that the energy levels (defined as the difference
between the two received pulses areas over the pulse duration) at the
UWB RX port are comparable, which confirms that the presence of the
diplexer in the backside of the antenna does not weaken the UWB sys-
tem activity. From this figure it can also be noted that the presence
and absence of the diplexer introduces a 180° phase shift in the received
pulse. This last result is not detrimental, since such phenomenon is
commonly solved in practical UWB communication by means of a first
reference pulse of known polarity for each transmitted bit. Nevertheless
this behavior confirms the need for such a co-design technique to take
into account all these significant contributions in the evaluation of the
system performance. Moreover, it should be noted that in case of a
complete backscatter communication, all these delays are doubled.
The tag communication capabilities are finally experimentally vali-
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Figure 1.39: UWB communication measurements in a real office scenario.
dated in a real environment, by setting up a scaled test-bed for the UWB
reader-tag system. The measurement setup is shown in Fig. 1.39. It
consists of an in-house quasi-monostatic linearly polarized UWB reader,
fed by an Arbitrary Wave Generator (AWG), with a pulse in this case
generated with a Root Raised Cosine centered at the UWB middle fre-
quency of 4 GHz, a pulse-width factor of 1 ns and roll-off factor 0.6
[98]. The AWG sequence of pulses is first amplified by a TX amplifier
and then delivered to the UWB reader antenna (a Vivaldi commercial
antenna was adopted). With a pulse repetition period set to 50 ns, 200
successive pulses are transmitted and subsequently received by the UWB
reader, which is the maximum acquisition window of the available oscil-
loscope at the receiver side. Such pulses redundancy allows increasing
the backscattered energy at the reader side and, therefore, the corre-
sponding Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR). Nevertheless, due to the limited
acquisition window of the oscilloscope, the transmitted power was in-
creased with the TX amplifier above the spectral mask limit, with a
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Figure 1.40: Representation of a passive backscattering communication,
showing all the distinct signal components: clutter, tag structural mode and
tag antenna mode (the only one dependent on the information).
power spectral density of about 25 dB over the −41.3 dBm/MHz limit.
The received backscattered signal at the reader side is captured by the
UWB RX antenna (identical to the one used for transmission) and am-
plified before being sampled by the oscilloscope and post-processed with
a MATLAB algorithm.
The crucial operation during the post-processing phase is that of
being able to isolate the modulation of the pulses by the UWB tag (tag
antenna mode) from the received signal, especially in a strong multipath
cluttered environment, typical of most application scenarios. Indeed, the
complete received signal contains the clutter contribution and both the
tag antenna and structural modes, as schematically shown in Fig. 1.40.
The received signal amplitude measured at the oscilloscope with the
adopted setup is reported in Fig. 1.41(a) over a pulse repetition pe-
riod window. In this signal the dominant component is represented by
the strong clutter of the multipath environment, therefore the backscat-
tered signal is not directly detectable. After the de-spreading and post-
processing phase the clutter component can be removed. Fig. 1.41(b)
shows the post-processed resulting signal, now composed of antenna
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Figure 1.41: Received measured backscattered signal amplitudes: (a) at the
oscilloscope with no processing and (b) after post-processing, for a fixed reader-
tag distance of 70 cm.
mode component and noise only. Since 200 successive pulses, compos-
ing a symbol, are accumulated and summed up to increase the SNR of
the received signal, the time domain amplitude shown in Fig. 1.41(b)
has also been divided by the number of accumulated pulses, therefore
providing in the vertical axis the amplitude of a single backscattered
pulse (including amplifiers gain at receiver side). It is worth observing
that the time shift of the delayed received pulse is directly related to the
reader-tag distance of the signal propagation in air.
During the tests, the modulation was performed at the tag side with
a commercial UWB switch driven by an external control board, also
visible in Fig. 1.39. The measurements conducted allowed to reveal the
tag antenna mode under all the different test conditions. The results,
in terms of received power at the reader side, are provided in Table
1.3, where the mean value and standard deviation of 10 consecutive
measurements is reported. At a fixed reader-tag distance of 70 cm, the
backscatter communication was tested in four different conditions: in the
first two the circular polarization capabilities are verified by measuring
the received power with two tag positions rotated by 90°; the same
two measurements are then repeated in the presence of an UHF RFID
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Table 1.3: Received power by the UWB reader in different link conditions.
Measure Mean Value Standard Deviation
Polarization 1 w/o UHF -45.7 dBm 0.6 dB
Polarization 2 w/o UHF -45.4 dBm 0.8 dB
Polarization 1 with UHF -47.3 dBm 0.6 dB
Polarization 2 with UHF -46.5 dBm 0.9 dB
Table 1.4: Received power by the UWB reader for different distances.
Reader-Tag Distance Mean Value Standard Deviation
50 cm -41.3 dBm 0.8 dB
70 cm -45.4 dBm 0.8 dB
90 cm -50.8 dBm 0.7 dB
110 cm -52.8 dBm 1.9 dB
130 cm -57.0 dBm 2.9 dB
reader transmitting a maximum ERP of +33 dBm [75], placed at 1.5
m distance from the tag. The successful backscatter communications
prove that the simulated pulse waveform changes of Fig. 1.38(c) do not
affect the link performance and that, thanks to the decoupling provided
by the diplexer network, the nonlinearities of the UHF section do not
interfere with the UWB communication capabilities. Finally, Table 1.4
reports the UWB link performance for different reader-tag distances for
a fixed tag orientation.
1.6 Remarks and Future Developments
The presented system proposes a novel, single-port, compact, low-profile
tag, capable of hybrid UWB-UHF operations, with the goal of providing
sensing, communication and high accuracy localization/tracking func-
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tionalities. A UHF link is exploited as WPT channel, to energize the
tag, while UWB technology is adopted for communication and precise lo-
calization. The two functions are able to operate simultaneously thanks
to the excellent performance provided by the diplexer network, both in
terms of respective matching and strong decoupling between the two
operating bands. The designed diplexer miniaturization exerts only mi-
nor influence on antenna performance and leads to the optimization of
both RF-to-dc conversion efficiency as well as the gain of the overall
system. The final tag thickness is lower than 1 mm. Nonlinear circuit
optimization have been performed and combined with EM simulations.
All provided results, including the intermediate realization, are experi-
mentally verified and validated.
The described diplexer network can be considered a proof-of-concept
hybrid realization guaranteeing simultaneous UWB-UHF tag operations.
This network could be straightforwardly adopted for the realization of
a UWB-UHF chip, with equivalent functionalities, to be placed in the
inner part of the integrated UWB-UHF antenna. Such realization would
lead to an even more compact, robust and appealing tag, directly adopt-
able for future next-generation UWB-based RFID systems.
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Chapter 2
Diode Model Optimization
for Simultaneous Data and
Power Transfer
In a scenario in which energy efficiency management is more than ever
fundamental, the concept of radiofrequency energy harvesting acquires
a leading role to prolong the operation of energy-constrained wireless
networks. On the other hand, one of the requirements of future 5G
networks is the deployment of systems capable of simultaneous wireless
information and power transfer (SWIPT) [99, 100]. Current receiver de-
signs, though, impose technical constraints on the hardware realization
of such systems, as circuits for harvesting energy from radio signals are
not yet able to decode the carried information directly [101, 102, 103].
This means that the received signal has to be separated into two differ-
ent paths (as schematically shown in Fig. 2.1(a)): one dedicated to the
decoding of the information, the other one responsible for the conver-
sion of the RF energy into dc power. However, the active mixers used
in conventional information receivers for retrieving the baseband (BB)
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Figure 2.1: Schematic representation of (a) a conventional, separated, har-
vesting and information receiver architecture, where two distinct nonlinear con-
version units are employed and (b) integrated harvesting and information ar-
chitecture, featuring a single nonlinear rectifying/mixing section followed by a
low-pass filter.
information are substantially power-consuming. Obviously, the circuit
power consumed by information decoding becomes a significant design
issue for simultaneous information and power transfer, since it entails
a reduction of the net harvested energy that can be exploited by the
device.
These aspects boost the investigation of a new solution able to per-
form data and power communication in a unique, efficient way, as schemat-
ically represented in Fig. 2.1(b), where a sole nonlinear passive device
performs the RF-to-BB conversion. The straightforward decoding of a
modulated signal integrated in the rectifying section can indeed result
in a less power-consuming receiver, by avoiding the use of active devices
[101].
To enable the design of such a new architecture, the behavior of the
rectifying/mixing element (i.e. the diode) and its distortion introduced
on the modulated signal has to be accurately modeled [104, 105]. Unfor-
tunately, in most cases information available to the designer are simply
related to those given by the device manufacturer, which can turn out
to be not sufficiently accurate. The feasibility of such an integrated
harvesting and information architecture, though, can only be assessed
recurring to a highly accurate device model. If, as often happens, this
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is not straightforwardly provided by the device manufacturer, a more
correct and solid model should be derived.
With the goal of reaching a more reliable device model, mandatory
step paving the way to investigations of the SWIPT concept, a mea-
surement setup enabling the synchronous acquisition of low and high
frequency signals has been adopted for the study of an RF two-tone input
signal and its corresponding baseband output [106], therefore oriented
to the emulation of a simplified multi-tone/modulated signal process-
ing. The diode employed for this representative example is the Skyworks
Schottky SMS7630-079LF [80], a widely adopted diode for RF energy
harvesting and wireless power transfer systems [107, 108, 109, 110].
As excitation signal, a two-tone RF input has been employed around
the fundamental central frequency of 800 MHz, envisioned for an appli-
cation in the UHF RFID band, but the proposed setup can be oppor-
tunely applied to other frequency bands or modulated RF signals. This
setup allows for a rigorous test of the diode model with respect to the
baseband intermodulation (IM) products when a two- (or multi-) tone
RF signal is applied. Based on these measurements, the manufacturer
model was further optimized, in order to reach a highly accurate de-
scription of the diode behavior, mandatory for enabling SWIPT imple-
mentations. A simple configuration involving a single series diode has
been first considered, thus allowing a very precise diode behavior exam-
ination by eliminating possible influences from other circuit additional
elements. Finally, similar measurements have been also repeated in two
different setups for validation purposes, first for a full-wave rectifier and
then for a single-diode rectifier.
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2.1 Experimental Setup and Model Optimiza-
tion
A detailed description of the adopted measurement setup can be found
in [111]. It is based on an eight-channel large-signal-network-analyzer
(LSNA), enabling vector-calibrated nonlinear measurements at both low
and high frequencies. Indeed, an LSNA is capable of acquiring a whole
spectral content in a single one-shot measurement, including the funda-
mental component, baseband and harmonics, as well as possible mod-
ulation around them [112]. This feature guarantees a synchronized ac-
quisition of both low- and high-frequencies, therefore allowing a direct
evaluation of the device baseband response to the RF excitation, in
terms of both magnitude and phase.
A picture of the measurement setup is reported in Fig. 2.2. In
order to be able to isolate the diode behavior from any other influence
of different circuit components, the simplest possible configuration has
been chosen for the circuit topology, i.e. a single series diode connected
in the center of a 50 W microstrip transmission line. The printed circuit
board (PCB) was realized by means of a conventional 0.76 mm-thick
Rogers RO3003 substrate (εr = 3, tan (δ) = 0.0013 at 10 GHz).
The Skyworks Schottky SMS7630-079LF diode has been measured
in the above-described setup by applying a two-tone RF excitation. This
rather simple RF signal has been chosen as preliminary investigation,
but it can eventually be extended to a more extensive case, for the
reproduction of a general modulated signal. The fundamental frequency
has been fixed to 800 MHz, while the frequency spacing between the
two tones with respect to the fundamental and the average power of
the signal (equally divided between the two tones), have been swept
from 100 kHz to 1 MHz, with a step of 100 kHz, and from -20 to 0
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Figure 2.2: LSNA vector-calibrated measurement setup adopted for the single
diode measurements. In the center part of the picture it is possible to see the
PCB on Rogers substrate.
dBm, with a step of 1 dBm, respectively. The highest input power
has been chosen in order not to damage the diode. The incident and
reflected voltage waves [113, 114] at the intermodulation products for
the two ports of the DUT were measured for all the swept values, at the
fundamental frequency, harmonics, and in the baseband. Since the main
goal was that of proving the feasibility to read the baseband information
carried by the RF modulated signal, the intermodulation products in
the baseband were considered and compared to simulated results. The
simulations were carried out with Keysight ADS software [115].
The first simulations performed using the diode model provided by
the manufacturer did not give enough good agreement between measured
and simulated IM products. For this reason an optimization of the
model has been conducted, in which the most significant parameters of
the diode’s Spice model [116] have been tuned, while for the parasitics
of the diode package (represented as a parallel capacitance and a series
inductance), already optimized values published in literature have been
adopted [117]. The optimized parameters are given in Table 2.1, in which
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Table 2.1: Schottky Diode Model Parameters.
Parameter ManufacturerValue
Optimized
Value
Saturation current (IS) 5 µA 4.77 µA
Series resistance (RS) 20 Ω 19.76 Ω
Emission coefficient (N) 1.05 1.15
Transit time (TT ) 10 ps 11 ps
Junction capacitance (CJ0) 0.14 pF 0.154 pF
Junction potential (VJ) 0.34 V 0.306 V
Grading coefficient (M) 0.4 0.44
Reverse breakdown voltage (BV ) 2 V 3.8 V
Package parasitic capacitance 0.1 pF 0.16 pF
Package parasitic inductance 1 nH 0.7 nH
the manufacturer model parameters are also reported for comparison.
The transmitted wave of the first IM products around the funda-
mental tones, i.e. third-order products [106], are provided in Fig. 2.3,
in which the measured data are compared with the simulated results
obtained after the optimization. The results are reported only for the
first frequency spacing, i.e. 100 kHz. Very good agreement is obtained,
proving the effectiveness of the optimized model at RF frequencies. In
order to prove the feasibility to read the modulated data, though, it
is of paramount importance the evaluation of the IM products also in
the baseband. To such extent, the first two intermodulation products
of the transmitted wave in the BB are reported in Fig. 2.4. The re-
sults are provided again only for the first frequency spacing, i.e. 100
kHz, therefore the first two IM products in the baseband occur at 200
kHz (second-order) and 400 kHz (fourth-order), respectively. In these
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Figure 2.3: Magnitude of the transmitted voltage waves at the third-order (a)
low and (b) high IM products around the fundamental frequency and respective
phase (c-d).
graphs, it is possible to see that below a power level of approximately
-60 dBm, the IM products become noisy. From the comparisons above
the noise level, it is possible to observe again a very good agreement
between measured and simulated data, in terms of both magnitude and
phase.
2.2 Model Validation
The results obtained in Figs. 2.3 and 2.4 proved accurate modeling of
the Schottky diode behavior. With the purpose of discerning the diode
contribution from those of other circuit elements, for these tests a single
diode was considered alone. In order to further prove the validity of
the optimized model, a double-stage verification was then performed.
For these validations, a different instrument was employed: a nonlinear
vector network analyzer - NVNA (model Keysight N5247A), which can
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Figure 2.4: Magnitude of the transmitted voltage waves at the (a) first and
(b) second IM products in the baseband and respective phase (c-d).
be considered a mixer-based LSNA [112]. Indeed, the NVNA, also called
performance network analyzer (PNA), instead of performing a one-shot
measurement, sweeps a single local oscillator, down-converting the RF
harmonics one by one. It is possible to say that measurements with
NVNA are therefore slower, but since in this case the acquisition of the
signal is narrowband, the dynamic range of the signal is much larger
than the one of the LSNA, allowing the acquisition of signals at much
lower power levels.
2.2.1 Frequency Validation
The first verification is aimed at assessing the frequency validity of the
model, for this reason a full-wave rectifier matched at 930 MHz has been
realized, in this case employing a 0.635-mm-thick Taconic RF60A sub-
strate (εr = 6.15, tan(δ) = 0.0028 at 10 GHz). For these measurements
the NVNA source is only exploited as single-tone RF input for the rec-
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Figure 2.5: (a) Picture of the full-wave rectifier and (b) and comparison
between measured and modeled OC dc voltage at the rectifier output, for a
fixed input RF power of -10 dBm.
tifier, able to provide a constant power level over frequency. The open
circuit (OC) dc voltage at the output of the rectifier is then registered
for different power levels from -20 to 0 dBm, by sweeping the RF input
frequency. Fig. 2.5(a) shows a picture of the full-wave rectifier, where
a two-stage microstrip filter is employed for matching purposes. In Fig.
2.5(b), the measurements are compared to simulations for a fixed RF
input power, where the substantial difference between the manufacturer
and the optimized model of table 2.1 is visible. A very good agreement
is observed between measured data and simulated ones employing the
optimized model. Similar behavior has been obtained for all the other
RF power levels.
2.2.2 Fundamental Frequency and Baseband Validation
In order to further verify the above-reported results, a second validation
was performed, this time investigating also the baseband response, for
another different configuration, in which the Schottky diode is used in
a single-diode rectifier with matching network at 800 MHz. In order to
assess the baseband behavior, a two-tone measurement excitation was
generated with the NVNA. In this case the frequency spacing between
the two tones was chosen equal to 10 MHz, which is the lowest frequency
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(a) (b)Matching
network
Rectifier
Figure 2.6: (a) Picture of the single-diode rectifier, realized on 0.76 mm-thick
Rogers RO3003 substrate and (b) NVNA measurement setup.
the adopted NVNA can measure at. For the verification of the BB
response, the rectifier output RC low-pass filter has been designed to
be less selective than the first intermodulation product, thus allowing
its measurement at the output of the rectifier. At the same time, the
output resistance was designed to offer the optimum loading condition
to the rectifier. In this case the two tones were excited at 800 and 810
MHz respectively, and the average power of the signal (equally divided
between the two tones) was swept over 4 values: [-16.4, -11.5, -6.6, -1.7]
dBm. A digital multimeter is connected to the “dc bias” of the NVNA
output port, in order to measure also the dc voltage at the output of the
rectifier. Fig. 2.6 shows a picture of the prototype and the measurement
setup.
During the model optimization from LSNA measurements the un-
matched condition of the previous setup was permitting only a low
amount of power to be injected inside the diode. For this reason the
model optimization led to the modification of all the optimized param-
eters reported in Table 2.1, except for the reverse breakdown voltage
(BV ). The manufacturer BV value was hence initially left unchanged,
since the model was only optimized for lower power levels, typical of
energy harvesting and wireless communication scenarios [38, 39, 118].
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Figure 2.7: (a) dc output voltage of the single-diode rectifier for different
values of RF input power and (b) output voltage wave magnitude at the first
IM product in the baseband.
Since the new NVNA setup, involving a complete rectifier with a prop-
erly designed matching network, allows for a higher power flow through
the diode, a correct value for the breakdown voltage, different from the
manufacturer’s one, has been also empirically derived and reported in
Table 2.1.
This finally optimized diode model was adopted during the simu-
lations and the comparison with the measured data is reported in Fig.
2.7. Fig. 2.7(a) shows a good alignment between the simulated and mea-
sured output dc voltage. Fig. 2.7(b) reports the comparison between the
simulated and measured output voltage wave at 10 MHz, corresponding
to the first intermodulation product. Also in this case it is possible to
observe a reasonable agreement, while the slight discrepancies are due
to the fact that in this setup the circuit comprises a higher number of
elements, namely the input matching network and the RC filter at the
output of the rectifier, which introduce more uncertainty in the system,
as well as possible slight variations among different diode chips.
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2.3 Remarks and Future Developments
The demand for efficient energy management calls for new solutions
able to possibly integrate information decoding and power harvesting
in a unique operation. The reported results highlight how the available
manufacturer device model is typically not accurate enough to allow
such integrated designs. By means of a proper measurement setup, the
model of a widely adopted Schottky diode was optimized by analyzing
the baseband response to an RF two-tone excitation signal, therefore
proving the feasibility of such an integrated system for a simplified RF
multi-tone input. The same inspection was then also applied to different
rectifier configurations, as validation.
The promising results provided foster the future investigation for a
direct recovery of the information carried by a modulated signal at the
baseband output of a rectifier. Nevertheless practical implementation
of integrated data and power transfer is still facing several challenges
that call for further research efforts, encompassing different aspects of a
SWIPT system.
The research of an optimal modulated signal is of primarily impor-
tance. Indeed, the best trade-off should be chosen between the opti-
mization of the power conversion efficiency and the data transfer ca-
pability. Multi-tone signals have already proved the possibility to in-
crease the system performance in different applications. In [119, 120]
the concept of power optimized waveform (POW) has been used for im-
proving the reading range in RFIDs, while in [121] it is exploited to
enhance wake-up radios (WURs) sensitivity. Moreover, different solu-
tions have been presented to increase the RF-to-dc conversion efficiency
of a rectifier [122, 123, 124, 125, 126, 127]. In most cases high peak-to-
average power ratio (PAPR) waveform are adopted to increase rectenna
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efficiency. In particular, [126] reports closed-form equations theoreti-
cally supporting the use of PAPR waveforms, [125] provides a thorough
comparison among different approaches for the increase of rectifiers ef-
ficiency, while [127] estimates the impact of different solutions on the
choice of the rectifier optimum load. A further step is the evaluation of
the impact of different modulation schemes on the rectification capabili-
ties [128, 129, 130, 131], though a joint analysis of the operation of both
power and information transfer, as recently reported in [132], appears to
be the most reliable approach to appraise the total system performance.
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Chapter 3
Rectenna Array for Long
Distance Autonomous IoT
Tag Localization
Next generation RFID systems are expected to provide not only secure
identification, but also advanced functionalities, one of the most urgent
being high-precision tags localization [133]. Indeed, the capability to
localize objects distributed in the environment in real-time with great
accuracy (few centimeters) would pave the way to innovative context-
aware applications with huge market potential.
Current RFID systems are usually based on the narrowband Gen. 2
standard [46], which was initially devised only for identification pur-
poses. Nevertheless, rough localization information can be obtained
exploiting different attributes of the received signal, such as: received
signal strength (RSS), signal time of arrival (TOA), time difference of ar-
rival (TDOA), or angle of arrival (AOA) [134, 135, 136, 137, 138]. These
methods can reach decimeter level accuracy in line of sight (LOS) condi-
tions, but strongly suffer from deep fading, typical of indoor multipath
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propagation. To date, the best positioning accuracy, in the order of 3-15
cm, is offered by solutions adopting the impulse radio ultra-wideband
(UWB) technology. Indeed, when transmitting pulses with duration in
the order of a few nanoseconds, time-measurements (e.g., TOA/TDOA)
are sufficient for gathering all the necessary information from the re-
ceived signals and they are able to guarantee high localization accuracy,
thanks to the capability of easily discriminating multi-path components
[48]. Unfortunately, all available standards (e.g., IEEE 802.15.4a or
802.15.4f [139, 140]) and commercial solutions are uniquely based on
active tags (i.e. equipped with batteries and power-hungry active trans-
mitters), and hence not capable of self-sustained passive operations. In
order to guarantee high-accuracy localization along with energy auton-
omy of tags, a successful solution could be represented by the combina-
tion of UWB technology with passive backscatter modulation principles
[52], achieved by means of a proper time variation of the tag antenna
load [47].
The viability of this solution is strictly dependent on the possibility
to properly energize the passive tags with battery-less techniques. In-
deed, tag operations, such as recovery and interpretation of the received
signal and antenna load modulation, require auxiliary energy availabil-
ity. For this purpose, the combination of UWB techniques and far-field
WPT strategies at UHF frequencies is proposed, similarly to what al-
ready anticipated in Chapter 1. Nonetheless, battery-less tags make the
design of such systems very challenging, calling for extremely low power
consumption electronics and efficient energy recovery solutions.
With these premises, an indoor scenario is envisaged, where reference
nodes, referred to as UWB readers, are distributed in the environment
in fixed locations. The reference nodes are also acting as wireless UHF
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power providers, wirelessly energizing the tags with the maximum al-
lowed RF transmitted power in the European RFID band, i.e. 2 W
ERP [75]. The system shall operate in a typical indoor harsh environ-
ment where multi-path and non line of sight (NLOS) conditions might
be frequent. Moreover, tags might be as far as 10 meters from the
reference nodes, or more. In order to satisfy the strict power budgets
dictated by the application scenario, it is essential that the intrinsic
consumption of tags be aggressively low (a few mW) and to employ elec-
tronics working at minimum operating voltages, which are in general
in the 1.8 - 3 V range. From the electronics point of view, it might
result convenient being able to satisfy the low-power requirements with-
out recurring to the development of new dedicated ICs, though at the
expense of slightly higher power consumption. Sub-mA energy harvest-
ing circuits with power conversion and management functionalities im-
plemented with discrete components have been recently designed and
successfully tested with good performance and efficiency [141], although
for piezoelectric sources. These components require at least few mW of
input dc power to work properly. For the present power management
unit (PMU) the recent, commercially available TI BQ25570 has been
adopted, well suited for ultra-low power applications [142, 143]. The
dc/dc converter is specifically designed to efficiently acquire and man-
age the mW of power generated from a variety of dc sources. In this
case the rectified voltage of the UHF rectenna is provided at its input.
This component is then responsible of increasing the dc voltage input
to higher values, usable as supply voltage of the active components of
the tag, as well as to store sufficient energy locally, to sustain a single
localization operation. During the localization phase, energy consuming
operations are executed by the tag: a microcontroller unit (MCU) is
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Figure 3.1: Schematic representation of the system architecture.
activated and a UWB switch modulates the received UWB signal for
the backscattering. Indeed, the MCU represent the most power-hungry
part of the system and strategies to keep it in an idle state for most of
the time, except during the active phases, play a crucial role [144]. To
this extent, usage of a low-power and low-latency wake-up radio (WUR)
is adopted, with the purpose of waking up the active components only
when required [145, 146].
3.1 System Architecture
The proposed system architecture is reported in Fig. 3.1 and more in
detail in Fig. 3.2, where the single electronics components are repre-
sented.
The tag is composed of a UWB antenna whose reflectivity is modu-
lated using a wideband switch loaded on short and open circuits. The
energy is provided by an energy-harvesting block working in the UHF
band, connected to a UHF antenna. As clearly seen, the dc source com-
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ing from the rectenna has to be split into two parts: one responsible for
the provisioning of power to the tag and the other one for the WUR im-
plementation. Besides tag wake-up, the WUR is responsible also for pro-
viding the proper timing for the switch operations. As detailed in Fig.
3.2, the dc/dc boost/buck-converter regulates the voltage level to the
circuitry needs. It operates with a joint voltage monitor, which provides
the power to the circuit when it is within a given range of valid supply
voltages (between 2.3 and 2.5 V). The PMU implements also maximum
power point tracking (MPPT) in order to maximize the power extracted
from the energy harvester source. The value of the storage capacitor has
to be optimized for the best trade-off between reduced start-up times
(lower values, e.g., nF) and reduced switching of the dc/dc converter
and thus of the consumed power (higher values, e.g., µF). However, the
value of the capacitor has to be chosen large enough to sustain a single
activation of the tag and, because of the consistent overall consumption
in the active phase, this inevitably leads to long wake-up times. This
consideration further motivates the adoption of a low-latency WUR in
parallel to the main harvesting section. In the addressing segment, the
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data slicer is responsible for providing a stream of digital data to the
MCU, which has to wake-up when the tag address is recognized. The
control logic then provides to the backscatter modulator the spreading
code and the proper timing for switching the RF path between open
and short circuits. The address and synchronization signals are sent by
the UHF power provider nodes, with an ON-OFF keying modulation of
the CW UHF carrier. In between each interrogation cycle, a continuous
UHF CW signal is emitted by these nodes, to let all tags collect the
sufficient energy needed to operate in case of a received interrogation.
The most stringent requirement is imposed by the PMU start-up
from a completely discharged state (cold start). In this situation the
TI BQ25570 needs an input dc voltage of 330 mV, together with a dc
input power of 15 mW. Once started, it is able to continue the charging
operation with input voltages as low as 100 mV and it consumes only 7.5
mW. These values are adopted as reference for the design of the rectifying
unit and define the maximum operative distance of the system.
3.1.1 Performance Evaluation of the Available Solution
It is worth noting that two different requirements are dictated by the
PMU, depending on whether it is in a completely discharged state or it is
already accumulating energy. When designing harvesting systems, often
the second situation is considered, therefore claiming the PMU con-
sumption in a normal operation state. This assumption, though, should
be appraised carefully. Indeed, in practical scenarios it is typically not
possible to know a priori whether the interested tag has already been ex-
posed to a favorable power delivery condition, and has therefore already
overcome the “cold start” phase, or not, and is therefore completely
inactive. For this reason, the PMU specification considered hereunder
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will be all referring to the situation in which a “cold start” activation is
foreseen, which defines the most stringent requirement.
As a first evaluation, the performance of the already available so-
lution, presented in Chapter 1, are assessed. A compact, one-port,
integrated UWB-UHF tag was described, which thanks to a properly
optimized diplexer network is able to provide simultaneous UWB op-
eration and UHF energy conversion. For an evaluation of the rectenna
performance in the present scenario a UHF transmitter is considered,
emitting the maximum ERP of 2 W in the UHF band and located at
10-meter distance in free-space propagation. In the best-case RF link
conditions, i.e. with the TX antenna linearly polarized and in perfect
polarization matching with the RX dipole, given the 0 dBi gain of the
receiving antenna, the RF received power at the harvester input is -16
dBm (∼ 25.1 µW ). As described in Section 1.5.1, with this input power
level the measured dc voltage is approximately 240 mV and the RF-to-dc
conversion efficiency is equal to 29%, which results in a total available
dc power of 7.3 mW. Moreover, it is worth noting that if polarization
worsens, the available RF power is reduced and the dc output decreases
accordingly. Hence, it is clear that with a conventional rectenna design,
as the one adopted for the integrated UWB-UHF tag of Chapter 1, the
PMU requirements cannot be satisfied for the envisaged long distance
operations.
In order to obtain a higher dc voltage at the rectenna output, a
possible solution could be that of changing the rectifier topology and
implement voltage multiplication. Indeed, by increasing the number of
rectifying stages, as schematically represented in Fig. 3.3, it is possible to
obtain an according gain in terms of dc voltage. The results comparing
different multi-stage topologies are reported in Table 3.1, where one
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Figure 3.3: Schematic representation of a multi-stage rectifier topology for
voltage multiplication, connected to the UHF antenna through a proper match-
ing network.
Table 3.1: dc outputs of the multi-stage rectifier topology.
# stages Vdc (mV) RF-to-dc eff. Pdc (µW)
1 240 29 % 7.3
2 354 25.5 % 6.4
4 392 21 % 5.3
6 398 16 % 4.0
8 305 12 % 3.0
stage corresponds to a full-wave rectifier, identical to the one described
in Section 1.5.
The advantage obtained in terms of rectified voltage by increasing the
number of stages is evident: by merely doubling the number of stages the
330 mV voltage requirement is guaranteed. Nevertheless several draw-
backs pertain to this solution. Indeed, every additional diode employed
in the rectifier introduces also additional voltage drops, which contribute
to overall increased losses. Moreover, as the number of stages raises, the
optimum load of the rectifier assumes higher values. This twofold effect
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translates in a reduction of the conversion efficiency and therefore of the
dc output power. In addition, it is also possible to observe that beyond
a certain number of stages, the increased diode losses suppress also the
advantages in terms of voltage multiplication.
3.2 Single Rectenna Design
The obtained results show that adopting a multi-stage rectifier is not a
viable solution for the present case. This outcome motivates the investi-
gation of new harvesting strategies, to increase the activation distance of
the tag. An alternative solution would be that of implementing a multi-
rectenna harvester: in this way both voltage and power multiplication
are foreseen.
In order to better address the design of a UHF rectenna array, the
integrated, one-port UWB-UHF architecture of Chapter 1 is temporar-
ily abandoned. As a first step a classical single rectenna, composed of a
UHF monopole, is first designed, to be used for performance comparison
with the correspondingly-derived array architecture. Besides the com-
parison between the single rectenna and the rectenna array, this new
single rectenna design is also employed for the analysis of a novel WUR
implementation.
As anticipated, in parallel to the rectenna design a wake-up radio is
also adopted for the present tag. The purpose of the WUR is to bound
the employment of the power-consuming components of the tag to the
sole active phase. These components can therefore be kept in an idle, lis-
tening state and be waken-up by the low-latency WUR when the specific
tag is addressed. The input for the WUR implementation has to be de-
rived from the UHF received signal. Recent designs dedicate a separate
antenna to the WUR receiver [147, 148]; this solutions, though, would
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Figure 3.4: Circuit schematic of the monopole rectenna. The RF available
power is modeled as an ac voltage source with the antenna impedance as inter-
nal resistance. Vrect and VWUR are fed at the input of the respective electronic
block described in Fig. 3.2.
require much larger tag areas, contrasting with the usual tag miniatur-
ization requirements. For this reason, the possibility to integrate the
rectification and WUR functionalities within a single antenna are much
more appealing. To this extent the most obvious solution would be that
of providing an input for the WUR by splitting the dc voltage at the out-
put of the rectifier with a conventional resistive divider. This solution,
though, is by definition lossy, as it involves lossy components. Given the
extremely low values of power available at the high distances foreseen for
the present system, loosing even only few mW of power is not acceptable.
For this reason a novel solution is proposed, where the voltage is split
at RF level, by means of a capacitive divider. In this way, only reactive
components are involved, resulting in almost no losses, except for the
parasitic ones due to the non-ideal capacitors. The capacitive divider
topology is provided in Fig. 3.4, where the rectenna circuit schematic is
shown.
Table 3.2 lists the SMD components used for the circuit, while Fig.
3.5 shows the realized rectenna prototype on a 0.5-mm-thick Rogers
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Table 3.2: List of SMD components of the monopole rectenna.
Part name Manufacturer Product code Value
L1 Coilcraft 0603HP-18NXGLU 18 nH
C1 Murata GJM1555C1H120FB01 12 pF
C2 Murata GJM1555C1HR50WB01 0.5 pF
CUP Murata GJM1555C1HR70WB01 0.7 pF
CDOWN Murata GJM1555C1H1R0WB01 1 pF
dcblock ATC 600L100FT200T 10 pF
D1-D2-D3-D4 Skyworks SMS7630-079LF
Crect Murata GJM1555C1H100FB01 10 pF
CWUR Murata GJM1555C1H100FB01 10 pF
RO4350B substrate (εr = 3.48, tan(δ) = 0.0037 at 10 GHz).
Finally, the performance of the monopole rectenna are provided in
Fig. 3.6. Fig. 3.6(a) reports the values of the OC voltages at the
rectifier and wake-up outputs, for different values of available RF power
at the input of the rectenna. It is possible to see that, with the proposed
capacitive divider implementation, VWUR is a derivation of the main dc
output, corresponding to about 20-25% of Vrect. In Fig. 3.6(b) the
rectified dc voltage on the optimum load (equal to 10kΩ for the present
case), as well as the RF-to-dc conversion efficiency of the rectifier are
reported, for different RF power levels at the rectenna input. Very good
agreement between measured and simulated results is obtained in all
cases, except at the higher power levels, where the breakdown voltage
of the Schottky diode is not providing accurate model prediction, as
described in Chapter 2.
The monopole antenna exhibits a realized gain of 1.8 dBi and a
radiation efficiency of 95%. Thanks to the slightly increased radiation
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Figure 3.5: Picture of the monopole rectenna prototype. The zoomed view
shows the layout of the rectifier and wake-up circuitry.
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Figure 3.6: Comparison between measured and modeled (a) OC voltages at
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performance with respect to the one provided by the antenna of Chapter
1, when transmitting 2 W ERP at 10-meter distance, the RF received
power at the harvester input is -14.3 dBm (∼ 37.2 µW ). With this
input power level the measured dc voltage is approximately 360 mV
and the RF-to-dc conversion efficiency is equal to 35%, which results in
a total available dc power of 13 mW. The obtained dc voltage is able
to satisfy the PMU requirements, although the dc power is still below
the requested value. Nevertheless, it is worth noting that also in this
case the RF received power is assessed in the best RF link conditions,
i.e. assuming perfect polarization matching between the transmitter and
the receiving antenna. The possibility to rotate the tag can be provided
by adopting a circularly polarized antenna at the transmitter side; this
however causes a 3 dB power drop, resulting in dc voltage and power
outputs of 220 mV and 5 mW, respectively. The obtained performance,
therefore, cannot be considered satisfactory.
Besides the obtained rectifier dc outputs, the designed rectenna proved
the validity of the capacitive divider solution, which is able to provide
a WUR implementation with no need for a dedicated antenna. In or-
der to assess the effectiveness of this solution, though, it is important
to evaluate how the two signals might affect each other. Indeed, since
the WUR is obtained from a direct derivation of the RF voltage which
feeds the rectifier, a variation of the loading conditions of one signal
could translate in a consequent alteration of the second one. Though
the WUR alteration due to different rectifier conditions is an obvious
consequence of the adopted capacitive divider implementation, the op-
posite case would result particularly detrimental, since the WUR should
perform its operations in a seamless fashion, without affecting the main
functionalities of the harvester.
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Figure 3.7: Comparison between measured and modeled dc voltage at the
rectifier and WUR outputs for different values of (a) the rectifier load and (b)
the WUR load.
To this extent, the load at the rectifier output is swept from an al-
most short circuit (SC) condition to an almost open circuit (OC) one.
Then, the dc outputs are evaluated for both the rectifying and wake-up
sections. The resulting voltage patterns are depicted in Fig. 3.7(a). As
expected, variations of the rectifier voltages reflect in direct variations
of the wake-up ones, being these directly derived from the main volt-
age signal. This effect, though, does not result in fake tag activation.
Indeed, for almost 95% of the time the PMU provides a constant value
at the rectifier output, corresponding to the optimum loading condi-
tions, and even though the MPPT periodically refreshes its state, the
refresh rate is significantly lower (few Hz) with respect to the frequency
of the UHF CW modulation employed for tag addressing (in the order
of kHz), therefore it is not affecting the WUR functionalities. Even
though the WUR load can be considered almost purely reactive, the
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dual evaluation is done by sweeping its value and comparing how this
translates respectively to the rectifier and the wake-up outputs. The
corresponding results are given in Fig. 3.7(b). Obviously, the voltage at
the wake-up output is changed accordingly, but it is possible to observe
that this variation exerts only a minor influence on the rectifier signal.
These evaluations are reported for a fixed available power level of -13
dBm, but equivalent conclusions are obtained all over the expected in-
cident power range. Therefore, these results prove the effectiveness of
the proposed seamless implementation of the wake-up radio.
3.3 Four Dipoles Rectenna Array
The results obtained by the reported rectenna designs are not able to
satisfy the system requirements, especially in terms of rectified power
delivered to the PMU. For this reason, the investigation of new harvest-
ing strategies is carried out, in particular focusing on the possibility to
implement a multi-rectenna harvester, for which power multiplication is
foreseen.
When it comes to rectennas connection in the design of a multi-
harvester array, two possibilities are typically envisioned: series- or
parallel-connection among the rectenna elements [149, 32, 150, 151, 152,
34, 153, 154]. In both cases an increment of the overall dc power is
expected at the array output; in case of series-connection the overall
dc voltage is also multiplied, while if a parallel-connection is adopted
the resulting dc current is augmented. The 360 mV obtained with the
monopole rectenna prototype satisfy the 330 mV requirement of the
PMU with a very short margin and only in case of perfect polariza-
tion matching with a linearly polarized transmitter. For this reason the
series-connection has been adopted in the rectenna array design, with
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the goal of satisfying the 15 mW power requisite and at the same time
guaranteeing a consistent margin in terms of dc voltage.
Regarding the choice of the array elements, a thoughtful analysis
has to be undertaken. Indeed, in most harvesting scenarios direction of
arrival and polarization of the incident RF signal is usually unknown or
time-varying. The most effective solution for unknown polarization re-
ception is the use of a couple of dual linearly-polarized antennas [95, 155]
or circularly polarized ones [156], while the unknown direction of ar-
rival forces the use of non-directional antennas, the most common being
dipole-like antennas, which have omnidirectional behavior. A dipole-like
antenna, such as the one described in Section 3.2, represents the most
adopted omnidirectional choice, but it obviously presents radiation nulls
along the dipole axis direction. A second drawback ensues from its lin-
ear polarization (LP), which can result in zero RF power at the rectenna
input in case of cross-polarized incident signals. This obstacle is often
overcome by adopting circular polarization (CP) at the transmitter side,
nevertheless in most cases a direct control on the radiofrequency source
is not possible.
For the present rectenna array a dual-linear polarization has been
adopted and further extended in order to better fulfill dc requirements:
two couples of dual linearly-polarized UHF planar dipoles are integrated
on the same substrate, together with an Archimedean spiral for UWB
communication, this way leading to a compact exploitation of the tag
area. The dual linear polarization allows to receive the same amount of
RF power irrespective of the incident polarization, i.e. CP , both left-
and right-handed, and LP, for any given polarization rotation: this rep-
resents an unreachable performance for a CP receiving antenna. More-
over, thanks to the integration of two couples of dual linearly-polarized
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Figure 3.8: Modeled dipoles (a) reflection coefficient and (b) mutual coupling.
Ports numbers are in accordance with the numbering of Fig. 3.9.
antennas, the resulting RF received power by the harvester can be fur-
ther increased, by combining the outputs of four distinct rectifiers.
Since distance among the dipoles is within fractions of wavelength,
a quite strong coupling among antenna elements is reached. Fig. 3.8(a)
reports the simulated reflection coefficients of the four dipoles. Despite
the good matching for all the elements at 868 MHz, a strong coupling is
observed in Fig. 3.8(b). The complete avoidance of this mutual influence
could be reached only by placing the antennas very far from each other,
procedure that would lead to impractical tag dimensions. For this reason
this coupling is instead exploited for the optimization of the radiation
characteristics of the tag. The integration of the five antennas on the
same device is optimized with a parametric study. The UWB spiral,
covering the 3.1 to 4.8 GHz band, is fixed in a central position. With the
goal of reaching the higher gain in all the possible directions, the dipoles
relative distance, d, with respect to the operating wavelength, has been
varied by λ/x, with x swept from 1 to 6, where x = 6 corresponds to
the minimum possible distance, i.e. dipole and spiral overlapping. Some
representative results in terms of gain patterns are reported in Fig. 3.10,
while Fig. 3.9 illustrates the optimized layout, where the UHF dipoles
have been meandered for miniaturization purpose.
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Figure 3.9: Layout of the quasi-isotropic four-element harvester, co-planar
with a UWB spiral antenna for the optimum dipole distance d = λ/4.3. Di-
mensions 100x100x1.5mm3, designed on Rogers RO4350B substrate (εr = 3.48,
tan(δ) = 0.0037 at 10 GHz).
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Figure 3.11: 3D gain pattern of dipole 1 for the optimum dipole distance
d = λ/4.3. Identical gain patterns pertain to the other three dipoles, with a 90
degrees rotation along ϕ.
Fig. 3.10 displays the gain patterns of dipole 1 (see Fig. 3.9), where
the influence due to the mutual coupling with the other dipoles can be
observed. Identical gain patterns pertain to the other three dipoles, with
a 90 degrees rotation along ϕ. The distance λ/4.3, corresponding to 80
mm, has been chosen as optimal, providing the maximum gain in both
the θ = 0°, 180° (broadside) directions and the θ = 90° (lateral) direc-
tion, equal to 2.1 and 1.7 dBi, respectively. The radiation efficiency is in
this case equal to 96%. For easiness of visualization, the 3D gain pattern
of dipole 1 is also reported in Fig. 3.11. In this way the mutual coupling
among the dipoles at the optimum distance increases their directivity in
the broadside and respective lateral directions. The topological combi-
nation of the four elements leads to an overall quasi-isotropic behavior,
with no radiation nulls in any direction. This result is of paramount im-
portance in RF energy harvesting applications, as it leads to the highest
power being collected for any given orientation with respect to the RF
source.
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At this point, though, it is important to observe that, due to the
strong inter-antenna coupling, the single dipole-element impedance be-
comes useless for quantifying the true amount of RF power received
by each dipole and the actual coupling mechanism (in the near-field)
among the dipole antennas ports has to be used. Moreover, it is note-
worthy that such quantities vary with the reciprocal orientation between
the RF source and the dipoles system [157]. This can be obtained by
means of the reciprocity theorem, under the assumption of a uniform
plane wave incident on the dipoles system, with a procedure equivalent
to the one described in Section 1.5.2. In this way the Norton equiva-
lent sources of the dipoles system four-port network can be derived for
any possible combination of the RF excitation and of the dipoles system
orientation. To do so the four-port admittance matrix of the dipoles
system computed by EM simulation is used in place of the scalar one
representing each stand-alone dipole. This does have a significant im-
pact on the system description as can be seen from Fig. 3.12(a), where
the real and imaginary part of the self-admittance parameters Yii are
compared with the corresponding quantities computed for a standalone
dipole. Fig. 3.12(b) shows the trans-admittance behavior in the same
conditions. Finally, regarding the spiral antenna, its behavior is not in-
fluenced by the UHF dipoles location and it provides a maximum gain
in the broadside direction, ranging from 3 to 6 dBi over the UWB band
and with a constant radiation efficiency of 97%.
Each dipole of Fig. 3.9 is connected to a rectifying section by means
of a p-matching network. This way, four distinct rectennas are inte-
grated on the same device. In order to provide a unique dc output, a
dc-series connection is realized, therefore maximizing the overall output
voltage. A schematic of each rectifying section and of their correspond-
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Figure 3.12: Near-field behavior in terms of (a) self-admittances and stan-
dalone dipole admittance, (b) trans-admittances.
ing connection is given in Fig. 3.13, where UHF power from each dipole
is represented as an ac voltage source with the antenna impedance as
series resistance. It is possible to observe that the capacitive divider for
the WUR output is implemented only in the first stage; indeed, for the
present system it is possible to choose the most suitable polarization
at the transmitter side and in this case a CP has been adopted for the
transmitting UHF antenna. In addition, a single WUR stage is enough,
thanks to the extremely low requirements of the WUR [121]. Never-
theless, the system could be straightforwardly adapted to the case of
unknown radiating sources by simply providing a capacitive division at
the second stage, too. In this way dual-linear polarization functionalities
can be guaranteed as well for the WUR signal.
A full-wave rectifier topology is adopted in each stage, where Schot-
tky diodes are the Skyworks SMS7630-079LF. Values of the optimized
network are given in Table 3.3, while Fig. 3.14 reports the final tag
layout on Rogers RO4350B substrate.
Validation experiments of the described tag, unfortunately, did not
provide good agreement with the predicted results. Indeed, the mea-
sured dc values obtained at the tag output were lower than expected.
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Figure 3.13: Topology of the multi-rectenna series dc connection. Each stage
number corresponds to the respective dipole of Fig. 3.9. Matching networks of
stages 2 to 4 are identical, while the first stage is optimized for the provisioning
of the additional WUR output.
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Figure 3.14: Representation of the final layout and picture of the four-
rectenna array prototype. Red lines on the left image represent metalizations
on the bottom side of the PCB.
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Table 3.3: List of SMD components of the four-dipole rectenna array.
Part name Manufacturer Product code Value
L1 Coilcraft 0603HP-22NXGLW 22 nH
L2 = L3 = L4 Coilcraft 0603HP-23NXGLW 23 nH
C1A Murata GJM1555C1H150FB01D 15 pF
C1B Murata GJM1555C1HR50WB01 0.5 pF
C2A = C3A = C4A Murata GJM1555C1H9R5BB01D 9.5 pF
C2B = C3B = C4B Murata GJM1555C1H1R2WB01D 1.2 pF
CUP Murata GJM1555C1HR90WB01D 0.9 pF
CDOWN Murata GJM1555C1H1R7WB01D 1.7 pF
dcblock ATC 600L100FT200T 10 pF
diodes Skyworks SMS7630-079LF
Crect Murata GJM1555C1H390JB01D 39 pF
CWUR Murata GJM1555C1H100FB01 10 pF
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Table 3.4: OC rectified voltage comparison of the presented harvesters.
Available RF power Monopole Rectenna Four-rectenna Array
- 16 dBm 0.7 V 1.2 V
- 11 dBm 1.25 V 2.1 V
- 6 dBm 2.3 V 3.9 V
Representative results in terms of OC rectified voltage are reported in
Table 3.4, where the corresponding results of the monopole rectenna of
Section 3.2 are also reported for comparison. The available RF power
at the input of the rectenna is calculated by means of the reciprocity
theorem as previously explained. For equivalent RF power, the four-
element rectenna array is able to provide an increase of the OC voltage
of about 70% with respect to the single rectenna case. Nevertheless,
though, the corresponding optimum load value at the series-connected
rectifiers output assumes an increase value of 33 kW, therefore the re-
sulting overall dc power is slightly lower than the one provided by the
monopole rectenna. These results can be justified by the consistent
mutual coupling emerged from the tight integration among the array
elements. This coupling result in RF contributions received by each rec-
tification stage not exclusively coming from the UHF source, but also
due to the inter-exchange of power among the antennas. Since this last
phenomenon is uncontrolled, these power exchanges are able to sum to
each other with discording phases, resulting in destructive contributions.
Moreover, part of these signals can also end up being re-radiated by the
antennas, entailing an additional power loss. This outcome justifies the
imperative necessity of resorting to a more accurate design when deal-
ing with multi-rectenna array implementation, with the goal of better
controlling the resulting RF mutual influence among the array elements.
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3.4 Two Monopoles Rectenna Array
Due to the extreme close proximity of the antenna array elements, the
occurred RF coupling of the antennas ports resulted to be too strong and
a performance degradation with respect to the EM simulation-based re-
sults has been observed. The near-field elements coupling causes an un-
controlled exchange of signals (since the phases of the received waves are
uncontrolled), causing a portion of the coupled power to be re-radiated
instead of being converted to dc, as well as possible destructive signal
summations. Therefore, if not properly controlled, this mutual influence
results in significant variations of the dc rectenna outputs [158].
These results indicate that, even if the array elements are dc-connected,
a proper interface among the antennas should be designed as well at
the radiofrequency level, this way providing independent RF contribu-
tions with a suitable control over signal phases [159, 160, 161]. To this
extent, a possible solution can be represented by designing an RF de-
coupling network between the array elements [162]. This solution has
been adopted for the present tag design. In order to better control the
decoupling between the array elements a two-element array has been
adopted in this case, involving two monopole antennas. The proposed
circuit schematic of this new two monopole rectenna array is reported
in Fig. 3.15.
The antenna near-field behavior is considered by means of the 2-port
S matrix obtained by EM simulation and the UHF incident power on
each dipole is represented with an ac current source at each port in-
put. The implemented decoupling network is composed of two parallel
lumped elements and two couples of series ones, realized with SMD
components, whose values are detailed in Table 3.5. This network is
also responsible to provide proper matching conditions between the an-
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Figure 3.15: Circuit schematic of the two-monopole rectenna array with de-
coupling network.
tennas and the rectifying sections. In this case the WUR is implemented
at both stages, still exploiting the capacitive divider solution. It is also
possible to see that series dc connection has been realized for both the
rectifier and the WUR.
A picture of the realized prototype, realized on a 1.5-mm-thick Rogers
RO4350B substrate (εr = 3.48, tan(δ) = 0.0037 at 10 GHz), is reported
in Fig. 3.16, with the corresponding dimensions. As seen from the fig-
ure, this layout has been realized in view of a direct integration with
the electronic components on the same PCB. The inclusion of a minia-
turized UWB chip antenna is also foreseen in the space left between the
two monopoles (a proper soldering pattern is realized in this case on the
backside of the PCB).
For a proper design of the decoupling/matching circuitry, the net-
work has been first optimized by means of linear simulations, assuming a
reference value for the rectifying sections input impedance of 9− j150Ω,
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Table 3.5: List of SMD components of the two-monopole rectenna array.
Part name Manufacturer Product code Value
L1 Coilcraft 0603HP-56NXGLU 56 nH
C1 Murata GJM1555C1H2R8WB01D 2.8 pF
L2 = L3 Coilcraft 0603HP-27NXGLU 27 nH
C2 = C3 Murata GJM1555C1H390JB01D 39 pF
CUP Murata GJM1555C1HR70WB01D 0.7 pF
CDOWN Murata GJM1555C1H1R0WB01D 1 pF
dcblock ATC 600L100FT200T 10 pF
diodes Skyworks SMS7630-079LF
Crect Murata GJM1555C1H100FB01 10 pF
CWUR Murata GJM1555C1H100FB01 10 pF
105 mm
105 mm
monopole 1
monopole 2test line 1
test line 2
rect + 
WUR 1
rect + 
WUR 2
match. 
and 
decoupl.
Figure 3.16: Picture of the realized two-monopole prototype. The bottom-
left part of the tag, containing a green solder mask, is designed for integration
of the electronic components.
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in correspondence of the two test ports inserted in the schematic of Fig.
3.15. Indeed, this number was found as impedance at the capacitive di-
vider input, loaded by the corresponding rectifiers, for a fixed RF power
level of -13 dBm. This value was chosen as a reference since it is the
power quantity at which PMU requirements were satisfied by the single
monopole rectenna. Obviously this is a power-dependent optimization,
which is only valid for a given RF power level of the nonlinear circuitry.
Therefore the matching conditions, and consequently the conversion ef-
ficiency, can be degraded for slightly different impedances offered by the
rectifying section at higher power levels. Nevertheless, in these condi-
tions the higher received RF power compensates the degradation of the
conversion efficiency and the dc power output is still capable of satisfying
the PMU requirements.
The modeled matching and decoupling behavior of the optimized
network are reported in Fig. 3.17 in terms of scattering parameters,
where port 1 and port 2 are the corresponding test ports of Fig. 3.15,
normalized on 9−j150Ω. The matching and decoupling conditions at the
UHF 868 MHz frequency are clearly observed. The test lines visible in
Fig. 3.16 are then exploited for the evaluation of the equivalent measured
performance. The results are superimposed in Fig. 3.17, where the S
parameters obtained with a VNA measurement at the two test ports
are reported after a proper de-embedding of the test lines [114] and a
re-normalization on 9 − j150 Ω. A quite good agreement is obtained
between simulated and measured data, despite for a small decrease in
the measured decoupling.
In order to evaluate the overall rectenna performance, the rectified
outputs are finally measured for different distances from a UHF trans-
mitter emitting the maximum value of 2 W ERP and are compared to
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Figure 3.17: Comparison between the measured and modeled insertion and
return loss at the two test ports, in correspondence of the interface between
the decoupling network and the two rectifying sections.
the ones reached by the corresponding monopole rectenna. In this final
evaluation, a CP transmitting antenna is adopted, which introduces a
3 dB polarization mismatching. This choice however allows a less strin-
gent system operation, since tags should be able to rotate freely, without
being restricted to predefined orientation positions. The results are re-
ported in Fig. 3.18. It is possible to observe that this time the new
rectenna array provides a positive increase in terms of both voltage and
power dc outputs. The obtained rectified power is more than two times
the one provided by the single monopole rectenna, while the rectified
voltage is almost twice that reached by the single monopole. These ex-
cellent results confirm the effectiveness of the decoupling implemented
between the array elements and provide an acceptable constant satisfac-
tion of the PMU requirements for the high operation distances foreseen
by the presented system.
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Figure 3.18: Comparison between measured (a) dc power and (b) dc voltage
for the single monopole and the two-monopole array rectennas for different
distances from a CP UHF source, transmitting 2 W ERP. PMU requirements
are highlighted in red. The optimum load for the two-monopole array is equal
to 15 kW.
3.5 Remarks and Future Developments
The described architectures propose the combination of UWB and UHF
technologies for the implementation of energy-autonomous tags, capable
of high accuracy localization. The demand for increased reading ranges,
possibly leading to context-aware innovative market applications featur-
ing zero-power IoT tags, motivated the investigation of new solutions
in the tag design, for increasing the dc outputs of the rectenna unit.
The first solution, involving a four-element rectenna-array, proposes a
quasi-isotropic energy harvester, with all-polarization receiving capabili-
ties, both essential features in real harvesting applications. Nevertheless,
the unavoidable coupling between the antennas motivates a more elabo-
rated design approach, which thoroughly considers the mutual influence
of the rectenna-array elements. A second solution is therefore provided,
successfully satisfying the demanded decoupling requirements. The ob-
tained results show that the new two-rectennas array guarantees and
increased performance in terms of rectenna dc output power of almost
two times the one obtained with the corresponding standalone rectenna.
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Chapter 4
Low-Cost UHF Near-Field
Contactless Solution for
RFID Applications
Wireless power transmission in the far-field region has many potential
applications, especially for low power devices and sensors and is en-
visioned as key enabler for a pervasive deployment of the Internet of
Things. However, when dealing with consumer electronics, or more in
general with applications where power transfer efficiency and safety be-
come the main concerns, for the time being near-field WPT finds more
room for adoption, thanks to its inherent advantages. Indeed, contrary
to the far-field case, where transmission of energy is obtained through
electromagnetic propagation, in near-field WPT the exchange of energy
takes place by means of electric or magnetic coupling, with no fields be-
ing propagated outside the proximity of the WPT system [20, 163, 164].
The non-radiative exchange of energy in the near-field can be catego-
rized into three main groups, depending on the adopted type of coupling
technique: (i) inductive coupling, (ii) magnetic resonant coupling and
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(iii) capacitive coupling. The first kind of near-field coupling takes place
by induction of a magnetic field from a primary coil to a secondary coil
[16, 15, 165], which is essentially based on the same working principle of
an electrical transformer. Magnetic resonant coupling can be considered
to some extent an evolution of the inductive coupling mechanism: in
this case the primary and secondary are tuned in resonance by adding
compensation capacitors, so that the two resonators become coupled at
the same resonance frequency [166, 167, 168]. Finally, the third kind of
near-field WPT is realized by the exchange of electric field between two
adjacent capacitors [169, 170, 171], also in this case a resonant condi-
tion can be realized by implementing compensation inductors [172]. The
first two mechanism of near-field WPT are often identified as inductive
power transfer (IPT), while the last one is also referred to as capacitive
power transfer (CPT).
Each implementation has its own advantages and disadvantages, nev-
ertheless a common factor combines the majority of the well-known so-
lutions so far: in almost all cases, the operating frequency is in the range
from LF (30-300 kHz) to HF (3-30 MHz), while very few solutions have
been proposed at UHF or microwave frequencies [27, 173]. In this Chap-
ter a near-field WPT system is presented, envisioned for, but not limited
to, low-cost RFID applications in the European UHF 868 MHz band.
4.1 WPT for RFID Applications
RFID technology is a very well-know technique, which has been deeply
investigated in the last decades [174, 175, 176, 177] and since then be-
came a pervasive technology in everyday life. Its applications span a high
number of different scenarios, such as logistics and supply chain, item-
level inventory tracking, access control, mobile healthcare, distributed
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sensor networks and real time locating systems (RTLS). A key feature
demanded in the vast majority of cases is the necessity for very low-
cost materials and manufacturing techniques, both deemed important
requirements for the effective mass deployment of RFID technology in
market applications [178].
A representative example of UHF RFID application can be the cov-
erage of shelves for inventory tracking, featuring highly stacked items.
Such scenarios typically require hundreds of meters of shelves to be cov-
ered with RFID readers, compliant with the maximum EIRP emission
[75], so that every item falls within the reading range of the readers. In
order to decrease the system costs, the reader units, which represent the
expensive part of the RFID system [47], tend to be kept at the minimum
possible number. For this reason in many cases one single reader unit is
connected to different antennas by means of a multiplexer or similar kind
of splitters and the RF signal is typically propagated to the radiating
units by means of coaxial cables of different lengths. Depending on the
application scenario, the radiating units can have to be placed at a very
close distance (e.g., half a meter) and in a quite high number in order
to guarantee an acceptable coverage. Covering hundreds of meters of
shelves with such techniques results in a considerable cost, not only for
the consistent amount of required RF coaxial cables, but also in terms
of installation. Moreover, this large number of antennas should also be
able to be periodically replaced, for maintenance or upgrade needs.
In such a context, the possibility to replace physical connections
between hardware components with contactless techniques using inex-
pensive materials and featuring high repeatability is very attractive and
enabling for large-scale adoption. Fig. 4.1 depicts a schematic repre-
sentation of a possible architecture, where the signal of the main cen-
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Figure 4.1: Schematic representation of a contactless connection between the
RFID reader processing unit and the reader antennas.
tralized reader unit is divided among different paths and is fed to sev-
eral distributed reader antennas with no need for connectors, allowing a
straightforward and easy antenna removal or replacing. Such migration
could be performed in a seamless fashion taking advantage of near-field
wireless power transmission capabilities. Nevertheless most implementa-
tions of this kind take place at the underlying low and high frequencies,
while from the RFID point of view, the simplest and less expensive
choice would be realizing near-field coupling at the same frequency of
operation of the UHF RFID communication, with no need for additional
frequency conversion modules.
Recently a method for near-field coupling at UHF has been proposed
[179, 180]. This solution exploits the resonant behavior of an optimized
defected ground structure to create a near-field coupling between two
closely spaced resonators. This method is adopted and further developed
for a low-cost implementation, envisioned for RFID applications in the
European UHF 868 MHz band.
4.1.1 DGS Resonators
Defected ground structures (DGSs) can be considered as an evolution of
photonic band gap (PBG) structures, i.e. periodic structures specifically
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Figure 4.2: (a) H-shaped DGS, where the capacitive and inductive areas of
the defection are highlighted and (b) equivalent circuit representation.
designed in a way that propagation of certain frequency bands is pro-
hibited [181, 182]. As a general definition, a DGS basically consists in a
section of microstrip line which presents a removal, or defection, in the
ground plane, with a specific size and shape. Such defection introduces
a perturbation of the current distribution in the ground plane, which
results in modifications of the transmission line capacitance and induc-
tance [183]. Thanks to the quasi-lumped LC resonant circuit behavior
of the defected section, DGSs have been widely investigated in the last
years for the implementation of band-stop and band-pass planar filters
[184, 185, 186, 187, 188].
The resonance behavior of the DGS was recently proposed as a build-
ing block for wireless power transmission applications [179, 180]. Indeed,
by placing two resonant DGSs next to each other, power can be transmit-
ted wirelessly, similarly to what is done in any near-field WPT resonant
link, but with the main advantage of providing a WPT link at UHF
frequencies, exploiting the particular structure of the DGS to overcome
the usual limitation of the increased radiation resistance and losses of
inductors at higher frequencies [189].
A H-shaped DGS can be modeled as a parallel LC resonator [183,
184, 190], as schematically represented in Fig. 4.2, where the inductance
contribution mainly comes from the wider etching in the ground plane
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Figure 4.3: Multilayer substrate representation. Two PET layers with printed
conductive aluminum are employed as top and bottom metalization, linoleum
is used as main dielectric substrate.
and the capacitive one from the center facing metalized strips. By means
of quasi-static modeling [191] it is possible to identify a relationship
among the DGS dimensions and the values of the circuit equivalent
representation [180], which can be exploited for the initial design of the
DGS.
4.1.2 Low-Cost Materials
A requirement of paramount importance in RFID systems is a low-cost
implementation. This poses strict constraints on the materials choice,
which have to be available at a very low-cost, but also on the manu-
facturing costs: adopting cheap materials that require labored and/or
expensive machining is still not acceptable in most cases. Finally, the
final products should be designed in such a way that their deployment
in the intended working environment can be achieved smoothly and eas-
ily, reducing also the deployment costs. A second feature that is of
increasing importance in many emerging applications is flexibility in the
structure, in order to be conformable with non-planar surfaces. The
choice of material should be based on these two requirements.
For this purpose thin polyethylene terephthalate (PET), which is
flexible, low-cost and widely adopted in RFID systems, especially for
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tags realization [177, 192, 193, 194, 195], is a good candidate. Neverthe-
less, it is suitable as a supporting material for printing antennas, but it
is usually too thin to be adopted as the sole substrate for microstrip lines
and microstrip antennas. In order to provide the convenient thickness,
linoleum, a very cheap, flexible material widely used for floor covering,
though not directly suitable for RF applications, can be adopted as a
further supporting medium besides the PET. The combination of these
two materials offers a very cheap solution that can be effectively adopted
for practical applications. In order to obtain accurate modeling of the
structure, the electrical properties of the two materials are measured by
means of a standard resonant cavity method with a Damaskos Model 08
Thin Sheet Tester. The electrical properties are found to be εr = 3.2,
tan (δ) = 0.003 (at 1 GHz) and εr = 1.89, tan (δ) = 0.011 (at 1 GHz) for
PET and linoleum, respectively. By superimposing the materials, mi-
crostrip lines and antennas can be created: a schematic representation
of a possible multilayer low-cost substrate adopted for the present design
is reported in Fig. 4.3. Printed aluminum on PET is employed for the
metallic layers, while linoleum acts as main dielectric substrate. The
three layers can be simply superimposed on top of each other, without
any extra glue or fixing material.
4.2 WPT Implementation
The presented multilayer substrate is adopted for the design of H-shaped
DGSs to be used as resonators for near-field UHF WPT. As a first step
the microstrip line is truncated, acting as an open circuit stub, which
from the circuital point of view can be modeled as an additional series
capacitance. The stub length can therefore also be tuned to regulate
the resonant frequency and for matching purposes. As opposed to [180],
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Figure 4.4: Schematic representation of the designed DGS: (a) top view,
where the line width is set for a 50Ω characteristic impedance and (b) bottom
view, showing the interdigital capacitor. The bottom dotted black line marks
the DGS section, at the far end of the multilayer microstrip line.
where the needed value of capacitance is reached by adding a lumped
SMD capacitor in parallel to the one offered by the DGS, for the present
design SMD components are avoided and an interdigital capacitor is
implemented to simplify the manufacturing and to lower the overall
costs. In this way all metallic structures are planar and can be directly
printed on a PET substrate. A 2D representation of the presented H-
shaped DGS is reported in Fig. 4.4, together with the relative parametric
dimensions.
For an effective implementation in real scenarios, the evaluation of
the impact of surrounding materials which are placed nearby the res-
onating structure has to be carried out. The strip line of the structure
reported in [180] is facing the supporting material. So, placing the whole
structure onto any material other than air will deeply affect its behavior.
Indeed, either the effective dielectric constant of the bottom microstrip
will change or it will become a stripline if it is placed on top of a metal-
lic surface. To overcome this limitation, the bottom microstrip line is
flipped over such that the ground plane is facing the supporting mate-
rial: the effect of the latter is restricted to the area of the DGS, due
to the partial metal removals in the ground plane. This way, the effect
of different materials used as support has to be evaluated only in this
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Figure 4.5: Perspective view of the two microstrip lines ending/beginning
with the DGS section. One layer of linoleum is placed as spacer between the
two DGSs.
region. A 3D representation of the near-field WPT system is depicted
in Fig. 4.5.
4.2.1 DGS Parametric Study
The multilayer substrate described in the previous Sections is chosen for
the investigation of the near-field coupling performance between the two
closely spaced resonators. By tuning the dimensions of the structure, a
parametric study is conducted with electromagnetic simulations, using
CST Microwave Studio [76]. As a first step, the dimensions of the in-
terdigital capacitor are found in order to provide a fixed capacitance of
approximately 1 pF [196]. Secondly, the other dimensions reported in
Fig. 4.4 are tuned in order to highlight their impact on the inductive
behavior of the DGS and therefore on the operating frequency. Fig. 4.6
illustrates some results reporting the impact of the parameters LL, WL
and WC on the resonant frequency. One parameter is changed at a time
while keeping the other two fixed. From these results, it is possible to
notice that LL has a smaller impact, it produces a shift of approximately
10-15 MHz/mm, and it is therefore suitable for fine tuning of the reso-
nant frequency. WL and WC have a greater influence, introducing shifts
of about 35-40 MHz/mm. The modification of WL is preferred since the
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Figure 4.6: Tuning of the resonant frequency obtained by varying the signifi-
cant parameters of the DGS. The black curve represents the reference starting
point, obtained for LL = 28mm, WL = 8mm and WC = 8mm.
latter parameter influences also the interdigital capacitor. During these
tuning the length of the stubs, Lstub, is kept fixed to 20 mm.
The second significant design parameter is the distance between the
two resonators. It is well known in near-field resonant WPT applications
that by changing the distance between the two resonators a frequency
separation of the two resonances is produced [197, 198]. Even though
a possible method for obtaining constant power transfer even in case of
varying distances has been recently proposed [199], for the present appli-
cation a constant distance is foreseen throughout the whole operation of
power transfer and can therefore be chosen a priori. Such phenomenon
of frequency bifurcation is graphically described in Fig. 4.7, where the
simulated performance of the near-field coupling is reported for different
values of distance. For a real physical implementation of the structure,
the material used as spacer between the two resonators cannot simply be
free space but necessarily has to be a physical medium. Hence, to com-
ply with the low-cost requirements, the same linoleum material already
used is employed as spacer.
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Figure 4.7: Effect of the varying distance between the two DGSs in terms
of number of linoleum layers, K, placed as spacer between the two. One layer
of linoleum has a thickness of 2.55 mm, in accordance with Fig. 4.3. DGS
dimensions are in this case LL = 27 mm, WL = 8 mm, WC = 8 mm and
Lstub = 18mm. (a) Reflection coefficient and (b) transmission coefficient.
It is interesting to notice from the results of Fig. 4.7 that, even
though the optimum distance is given by K=3, which provides a single,
wide operating bandwidth, the maximum transmission value is obtained
for K=1, which is therefore chosen for the present design, even though
this entails a doubling of the operating bands. The 0.5-1 dB drop of
the transmission coefficient for higher values of K can be explained by
the increased quantity of lossy materials inserted between the two res-
onators. Even if it is reduced, the operating bandwidth obtained is still
well suitable for applications in the European 868 MHz band. Obviously,
in case a higher bandwidth would be required, for example for coverage
of other RFID frequency bands, the optimum distance could be chosen,
at the expense of a slight reduction of the transmission coefficient. To
this extent, a second prototype is also implemented, with K=3, in order
to test also the feasibility of the wider bandwidth solution.
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Table 4.1: List of realized prototypes.
LL
(mm)
WL
(mm)
WC
(mm)
Lstub
(mm)
N. of layers
(K) as spacer
Type of
material
Proto 1 26 6 7 18 1 non-metallic
Proto 2 28 9 8 14 3 non-metallic
Proto 3 27 10 11 14 1 metallic
4.2.2 Experimental Validation on Different Materials
Based on the previously described considerations, three different proto-
types of the proposed system were realized and measured. For a practical
implementation, it is extremely important to evaluate the effect of the
materials surrounding the DGS section, specifically the physical sup-
port on which the coupling structure is placed during operation. In this
Section, the effects of plastic and wood materials are first considered as
they have the same influence on the coupling structure. In a second step,
metallic material is also assessed, estimated as the most influencing yet
widely adopted medium for a vast number of applications.
Since K=1 is the distance which provides the best transmission coef-
ficient, this has been chosen for both the metallic and non-metallic cases.
In the latter, an additional prototype, with K=3, is also implemented
and measured, to assess the wider bandwidth solution. Table 4.1 sum-
marizes the three realized prototypes, together with the corresponding
dimensions.
The pictures of the two measurement setups are reported in Fig. 4.8.
In both cases, a single additional layer of linoleum is placed between the
coupling structure and the physical support.
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(b)(a)
Figure 4.8: Pictures of the measurement setup on different material. (a)
Non-metallic support. (b) Metallic support.
Non-Metallic Environment
The dimensions of the DGS are first optimized for the structure to be
put over a plastic or wood material. For the first prototype, with K=1,
the first of the two resonances of Fig. 4.7 is shifted in the UHF band.
The values of the parameters are detailed in Table 4.1. Fig. 4.9 reports
the behavior of the structure in terms of reflection and transmission coef-
ficients. A good agreement is observed between measured and simulated
data. The slight discrepancies are mainly due to realization tolerances
and to small air-gaps inevitably present between the different layers of
the adopted substrate, depicted in Fig. 4.3. Moreover, it is worth not-
ing that a slight influence on the performance is also introduced by the
bending of the second microstrip line, caused by the thickness of the
linoleum layer introduced as spacer between the two resonators.
The second prototype, also optimized for use on non-metallic mate-
rial, is chosen with three layers of linoleum as spacer between the two
resonators, whose dimensions, optimized to have central resonance in
the UHF band, are provided in Table 4.1. The corresponding reflec-
tion and transmission coefficients are reported in Fig. 4.10. A good
agreement is observed in this case too, with the same considerations of
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Figure 4.9: Comparison between simulated and measured reflection and
transmission coefficients for the first prototype, over non-metallic material.
the first prototype. Both prototypes exhibit very good performance in
terms of transmission coefficient, even though, as expected, prototype
1 reaches a maximum measured transmission coefficient of -1.3 dB, as
opposed to the -2.6 dB obtained by prototype 2, at the expenses of a
slightly reduced operating bandwidth.
Metallic Environment
In a large number of applications, the RFID operation has to take place
in close proximity of metallic objects. This represents by far the worst
possible scenario and it is therefore chosen as the second case study.
Once again, the dimensions of the structure were optimized by EM sim-
ulations.
It is found that placing the resonating structure on top of a metallic
surface exerts a significant influence on the behavior of the coupling.
In particular, the presence of the metallic surface appears to have a
detrimental effect mainly on the first of the two resonances of Fig. 4.7,
canceling it, while the second resonance is only slightly affected. This ef-
fect is explained by the fact that the first resonance is mainly attributed
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Figure 4.10: Comparison between simulated and measured reflection and
transmission coefficients for the second prototype, over non-metallic material.
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Figure 4.11: Comparison between simulated and measured reflection and
transmission coefficients for the third prototype, over metallic material.
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to the DGS closer to the metallic surface. The second resonance, con-
versely, mainly attributed to the further DGS, features only a slight
frequency shift and a small degradation in the transmission coefficient.
It is therefore chosen for the present design. A second prototype was
realized by shifting the frequency of the second resonance to be centered
at 868 MHz. The corresponding dimensions are given in Table 4.1 and
comparison between the measured and simulated data is provided in Fig.
4.11. An acceptable agreement is obtained in this case, too, even though
it is possible to observe a more adverse influence due to the presence of
nearby metallic material.
4.3 RFID Reader Antenna
As previously discussed, the present design can be applied to a large
number of applications, where the possibility of providing contactless
coupling between two planar microstrip lines that need to operate at
UHF sounds attractive. A possible implementation can be that of wire-
less connection between an RFID reader unit and its antenna. Indeed,
there are a several number of cases in which the radiating element of an
RFID reader needs to be replaced or modified in a certain way. Since
these kinds of operations typically involve a very high number of units at
a time, a contactless connection can result in a significant cost reduction
with respect to a solution requiring physical connections. Moreover, its
high repeatability can easily speed up the entire process.
4.3.1 Antenna Implementation
As a proof of concept, a UHF microstrip patch antenna is designed and
realized on the same multilayer substrate of Fig. 4.3, it is then connected
to the microstrip line corresponding to the second DGS of Fig. 4.5, in
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Figure 4.12: Schematic representation of a possible application for RFID
antenna contactless feeding.
correspondence of the port 2 termination. The designed patch antenna
is fed with an inset of 34 mm for impedance matching and it has a
width and length of 145 and 122 mm, respectively. The dimensions of
the DGS are the same as those employed for prototype 1, with K=1,
except for the stubs which are in this case tuned to different lengths for
matching purposes, since the loads of the two DGSs are different in the
present case. In particular, the length of the stub fed by port 1 is fixed
to 16 mm, while the length of the second stub, connected to the patch
antenna, is chosen equal to 20 mm. A schematic representation of the
patch antenna contactless feeding is reported in Fig. 4.12.
In the first place, the feasibility of the contactless antenna feeding
is tested in terms of return loss at port 1. A comparison between the
measured and modeled data is provided in Fig. 4.13. First, it is possible
to notice the suppression of the second resonance, previously seen in
Figs. 4.7-4.9, due to the loading of the second termination with the patch
antenna, whose impedance is obviously frequency dependent. Second, it
is possible to observe an excellent matching for the antenna, nevertheless
exhibiting the usual frequency shift due to air-gaps.
The resonance is moved from the designed 868 MHz up to 915 MHz.
Such shift finds theoretical justification by manually inserting in the EM
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Figure 4.13: Comparison between the measured and simulated contactless
fed patch antenna return loss. In the zoomed graph it is possible to observe
the frequency shift due to air-gaps.
simulations a constant air-gap of about 130µm among the layers of Fig.
4.3, value that can be reasonably expected, since the several layers are
simply superimposed on top of each other.
From EM simulation, the system is expected to provide a maximum
realized gain equal to 4.9 dBi and a radiation efficiency of 45%, values
mainly limited by the employed lossy substrate.
In order to verify this performance, the contactless fed patch antenna
is finally tested inside an anechoic chamber. A picture of the DUT is
shown in Fig. 4.14. Given the frequency shift, observed in Fig. 4.13, the
measurements in the anechoic chamber are performed in correspondence
of the shifted resonance at 915 MHz. The measured gain patterns in both
H- and E-plane are depicted in Fig. 4.15, superimposed to the modeled
ones.
These measurements validate once again the excellent performance
of the contactless fed antenna, with a measured maximum realized gain
of 3.7 MHz.
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Figure 4.14: Picture of the realized contactless fed patch antenna prototype,
tested in the anechoic chamber.
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Figure 4.15: Measured and simulated gain patterns of the contactless fed
microstrip patch antenna, in both H- and E-planes.
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4.4 Remarks and Future Developments
The presented systems demonstrates a novel low-cost implementation
for contactless near-field coupling between two resonating structure at
UHF for European 868 MHz RFID applications. The effects of different
nearby low-cost materials used as support for the resonant structure are
evaluated and the EM design is confirmed by measurement results. The
substrate and the power transfer technique used in the present study
entitle the proposed system for wide deployment in mass market ap-
plications thanks to the very low cost and high repeatability. For fu-
ture possible realization the possibility to print aluminum directly on
linoleum (or similar materials) should be investigated, for example by
means of the well-known techniques of inkjet printing [84, 200]. This
would lead to the twofold advantage of increasing speed in the manufac-
turing and elimination of the air-gaps.
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This doctoral thesis describes the main outcomes of the research ac-
tivity conducted throughout the duration of the Ph.D. program. Some
innovative solutions for wireless power transmission and radiofrequency
energy harvesting were successfully achieved and have here been re-
ported.
The system detailed in Chapter 1 illustrates the implementation of
a novel, single-port, compact, low-profile tag, capable of hybrid UWB-
UHF operations, with the goal of providing sensing, communication and
high accuracy localization/tracking functions [50]. The miniaturized,
eco-compatible architecture has dimensions suitable for current and fu-
ture RFID applications. UWB technology, for accurate localization and
communication, and a UHF rectenna, for efficient RF energy harvest-
ing, can be exploited simultaneously thanks to the excellent performance
provided by the diplexer network, both in terms of respective matching
and strong decoupling between the two operating bands. The designed
diplexer miniaturization exerts only minor influence on antenna perfor-
mance and provides a final tag thickness lower than 1 mm. It is notewor-
thy that such influence can be totally overcome by future UWB-UHF
integrated chip, to be directly connected in the inner part of the antenna
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port. Numerical EM simulations have been validated by measurements,
performed in real application scenarios, therefore proving the readiness
of the tag for direct adoption in future RFID networks. The implemen-
tation on paper substrate guarantees eco-compatibility for more than
93% of the total tag volume, enabling the proposed solution for per-
vasive, massive market applications. Despite the non-negligible losses
of the substrate, the antenna performances are fully compatible with
UWB communication and UHF energy harvesting requirements. Nev-
ertheless, exploitation of alternative recyclable materials, introducing
lower losses (e.g., PET, fabrics), can be straightforwardly addressed by
simply scaling the antenna layout. Consequently, the high performance,
simultaneous data and power transfer capabilities, compact low-profile
structure and eco-compatible material, recommend the proposed tag for
next-generation UWB-based RFID systems.
The activity described in Chapter 3 can be considered a natural evo-
lution of the first one. Where the combination of UWB and UHF tech-
nologies is still exploited for the implementation of energy-autonomous
tags, featuring accurate localization. The demand for increased reading
ranges motivated the investigation of new solutions in the tag design, for
increasing the dc outputs of the rectenna unit. The first solution, involv-
ing a four-element rectenna-array, showcased a quasi-isotropic energy
harvester, with all-polarization receiving capabilities, both essential fea-
tures in real harvesting applications. Nevertheless, a consistent coupling
between the antenna elements was observed, whose proper consideration
is of paramount importance in rectenna-array design. A second solution
is therefore provided, successfully satisfying decoupling requirements.
The new two-rectennas array guarantees and increased performance in
terms of rectenna dc output power of almost two times the one obtained
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with the standalone rectenna.
Finally, Chapter 4 illustrates a new near-field wireless power trans-
fer implementation, on planar low-cost substrate. Thanks to its high
repeatability and very-low-cost deployment, the proposed system can
be a possible candidate for mass market RFID applications.
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